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I. INTRODUCTION
The standard way to analyze the high-energy behavior of pQCD amplitudes is the direct summation of Feynman
diagrams. In the Regge limit s >> t,m2 (where m is a characteristic mass or virtuality of colliding particles) there
is an extra parameter in addition to αs, namely αs ln
s
m2
. At pre-asymptotic energies we may have a window where
the leading logarithmic approximation (LLA)
αs ≪ 1, αs ln s
m2
∼ 1 (1)
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2is valid. Following the pioneering work by Lipatov [1], the amplitude in this region of energies was shown to be
determined by the BFKL pomeron [2] which leads to the behavior of QCD cross sections of the type
σ(s) =
∫
dν
( s
m2
)ω(ν)
F (ν) ∼
( s
m2
)4αs
pi
Nc ln 2
(2)
where Nc is a number of colors (Nc = 3 for QCD), ω(ν) =
αs
π
Nc[2ψ(1)−ψ(12 + iν)−ψ(12 − iν)] is the BFKL intercept,
and F (ν) is the “pomeron residue” which depends on the process.
The power behavior of the cross section (2) violates the Froissart bound σ ≤ ln2 s, and therefore the BFKL pomeron
describes only the pre-asymptotic behavior at intermediate energies when the cross sections are small in comparison to
the geometric cross section 2πR2. In order to find the exact window of the BFKL applicability one needs to calculate
the first correction to the BFKL amplitude.
The importance of corrections to LLA result in high-energy QCD is twofold. As I mentioned above, to get the region
of application of a leading-order result one needs to find the next-to-leading order (NLO) corrections. However, in the
case of the BFKL amplitude (2) there is another reason why NLO corrections are essential. Unlike for example the
DGLAP evolution, the argument of the coupling constant in Eq. (2) is left undetermined in the LLA, and usually it is
set by hand to be of order of characteristic transverse momenta. Careful analysis of this argument is very important
from both theoretical and experimental points of view, and the starting point of the analysis of the argument of αs
in Eq. (2) is the calculation of the NLO BFKL correction.
The NLO correction to the BFKL pomeron intercept ω(ν) was found by two groups - Lipatov and Fadin [3] and
Ciafaloni and Camichi [4] - after almost ten years of calculations. The result has the form
ω(ν) =
αs
π
Nc
[
χ(ν) +
αsNc
4π
δ(ν)
]
,
δ(ν) = − b
2Nc
χ2(ν) + 6ζ(3) +
[67
9
− π
2
3
− 10nf
9Nc
]
χ(ν) + χ′′(ν)− 2Φ(ν)− 2Φ(−ν) (3)
where b = 113 Nc − 23nf , χ(ν) = −2C − ψ(12 + iν)− ψ(12 − iν) (C = −ψ(1) is Euler’s constant), and
Φ(ν) = −
∫ 1
0
dt
1 + t
t−
1
2
+iν
[π2
6
+ 2Li2(t)
]
. (4)
The term proportional to b depends on the choice of the argument of coupling constant. The choice of this term in
the r.h.s. of Eq. (3) corresponds to α(q1q2) where qi are momenta of scattered BFKL gluons, see the discussion in
Ref. [3]. The pomeron intercept is related to anomalous dimensions of the twist-2 gluon operators - it determines the
asymptotics of anomalous dimensions γj as j − 1 = ω → 0. It is worth noting that the result of explicit calculation
of 3-loop anomalous dimensions at the 3-loop level [5] agrees with Eq. (3). As we see from Eq. (3) the full NLO
description of the amplitude implies the knowledge of the “pomeron residue” F (ν) at the NLO level. A classical
example is the scattering of virtual photons in QCD where F (ν) is proportional to product of two amplitudes of
emission of two t-channel gluons by the upper and the lower virtual photon. In the leading order, these “impact
factors” are known for a long time since they differ from the corresponding QED result only by trivial color factors.
However, to the best of my knowledge, there is no complete analytical calculation of the NLO photon impact factor
in the literature (for a combination of numerical and analytical results, see Ref. [6]). I will present the analytical
result for the photon impact factor in the coordinate space which is compact and conformally invariant; however,
the Fourier transformation to the momentum space is not performed yet. The calculations use different approach to
high-energy scattering based on the operator expansion in Wilson lines [7] rather than on the direct summation of
Feynman diagrams.
A general feature of high-energy scattering is that a fast particle moves along its straight-line classical trajectory
and the only quantum effect is the eikonal phase factor acquired along this propagation path. In QCD, for the fast
quark or gluon scattering off some target, this eikonal phase factor is a Wilson line - the infinite gauge link ordered
along the straight line collinear to particle’s velocity nµ:
UY (x⊥) = Pexp
{
− ig
∫ ∞
−∞
du nµ A
µ(un+ x⊥)
}
, (5)
Here Aµ is the gluon field of the target, x⊥ is the transverse position of the particle which remains unchanged
throughout the collision, and the index Y labels the rapidity of the particle. Repeating the above argument for the
target (moving fast in the spectator’s frame) we see that particles with very different rapidities perceive each other as
Wilson lines and therefore these Wilson-line operators form the convenient effective degrees of freedom in high-energy
QCD (for a review, see ref. [8]).
3As an example of high-energy process let us consider the deep inelastic scattering from a hadron at small xB =
Q2/(2p · q). The virtual photon decomposes into a pair of fast quarks moving along straight lines separated by some
transverse distance. The propagation of this quark-antiquark pair reduces to the “propagator of the color dipole”
U(x⊥)U †(y⊥) - two Wilson lines ordered along the direction collinear to quarks’ velocity. The structure function of a
hadron is proportional to a matrix element of this color dipole operator
UˆY (x⊥, y⊥) = 1− 1
Nc
Tr{UˆY (x⊥)Uˆ †Y (y⊥)} (6)
switched between the target’s states (Nc = 3 for QCD). The gluon parton density is approximately
xBG(xB , µ
2 = Q2) ≃ 〈p| UˆY (x⊥, 0)|p〉
∣∣∣
x2
⊥
=Q−2
(7)
where Y = ln 1
xB
. (As usual, we denote operators by “hat”). The energy dependence of the structure function is
translated then into the dependence of the color dipole on on the rapidity Y . There are two ways to restrict the
rapidity of Wilson lines: one can consider Wilson lines with the support line collinear to the velocity of the fast-
moving particle or one can take the light-like Wilson line and cut the rapidity integrals “by hand” (see Eq. (30)
below). While the former method appears to be more natural, it is technically simpler to get the final results with
the latter method of “rigid cutoff” in the longitudinal direction.
Eq. (7) means that the small-x behavior of the structure functions is governed by the rapidity evolution of color
dipoles [9, 10]. At relatively high energies and for sufficiently small dipoles we can use the leading logarithmic
approximation (1) (αs ≪ 1, αs lnxB ∼ 1) and get the non-linear BK evolution equation for the color dipoles [7, 11]:
d
dY
UˆY (z1, z2) = αsNc
2π2
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
[UˆY (z1, z3) + UˆY (z3, z2))− UˆY (z1, z3)− UˆY (z1, z3)UˆY (z3, z2)] (8)
where Y = ln 1
xB
and z12 ≡ z1−z2 etc. The first three terms correspond to the linear BFKL evolution [2] and describe
the parton emission while the last term is responsible for the parton annihilation. For sufficiently low xB the parton
emission balances the parton annihilation so the partons reach the state of saturation [12] with the characteristic
transverse momentum Qs growing with energy 1/xB (for reviews, see Ref. [13])
It is easy to see that the BK equation (8) is conformally invariant in the two-dimensional space. This follows from
the conformal invariance of the light-like Wilson lines. The Wilson line
U(x⊥) = Pexp
{
− ig
∫ ∞
−∞
dx+ A+(x
+, x⊥)
}
(9)
is invariant under the inversion xµ → xµ/x2 (with respect to the point with zero (-) component). Indeed, (x+, x⊥)2 =
x2⊥ so after the inversion x⊥ → x⊥/x2⊥ and x+ → x+/x2⊥ and therefore
U(x⊥) → Pexp
{
− ig
∫ ∞
−∞
d
x+
x2⊥
A+(
x+
x2⊥
, x⊥)
}
= U(x⊥/x2⊥) (10)
Moreover, it is easy to check formally that the Wilson line operators lie in the standard representation of the conformal
Mo¨bius group SL(2,C) with conformal spin 0 (see [14])). It should be noted that the conformal invariance of the linear
BFKL equation was first proved in Ref. [15].
The NLO evolution of color dipole in QCD is not expected to be Mo¨bius invariant due to the conformal anomaly
leading to dimensional transmutation and running coupling constant. To understand the relation between the high-
energy behavior of amplitudes and Mo¨bius invariance of Wilson lines, it is instructive to consider the conformally
invariant N = 4 super Yang-Mils theory. This theory was intensively studied in recent years due to the fact that
at large coupling constants it is dual to the IIB string theory in the AdS5 background. In the light-cone limit, the
contribution of scalar operators to Maldacena-Wilson line [16] vanishes so one has the usual Wilson line constructed
from gauge fields and therefore the LLA evolution equation for color dipoles in the N = 4 SYM has the same form
as (8). At the NLO level, the contributions from gluino and scalar loops enter the game.
As I mentioned above, formally the light-like Wilson lines are Mo¨bius invariant. However, the light-like Wilson
lines are divergent in the longitudinal direction and moreover, it is exactly the evolution equation with respect to this
longitudinal cutoff which governs the high-energy behavior of amplitudes. At present, it is not known how to find
the conformally invariant cutoff in the longitudinal direction. When we use the non-invariant cutoff we expect, as
usual, the invariance to hold in the leading order but to be violated in higher orders in perturbation theory. In our
calculation we restrict the longitudinal momentum of the gluons composing Wilson lines, and with this non-invariant
4cutoff the NLO evolution equation in QCD has extra non-conformal parts not related to the running of coupling
constant. Similarly, there will be non-conformal parts coming from the longitudinal cutoff of Wilson lines in the
N = 4 SYM equation. I will demonstrate below that it is possible to construct the “composite conformal dipole
operator” (order by order in perturbation theory) which mimics the conformal cutoff in the longitudinal direction so
the corresponding evolution equation is Mo¨bius invariant. With the NLO accuracy this composite operator has the
form [14] (a is an arbitrary constant):
[Tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}
]conf
a,Y
(11)
= Tr{Uˆσz1Uˆ †σz2 }+
αs
2π2
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
[Tr{T nUˆσz1Uˆ †σz3 T nUˆσz3Uˆ †σz2 } −NcTr{Uˆσz1Uˆ †σz2 }] ln
4az212
sz213z
2
23
+ O(α2s)
where the second term is a “counterterm” restoring the conformal invariance lost because of the cutoff (30). This is
quite similar to the construction of the composite renormalized local operator in the case when the UV cutoff does not
respect the symmetries of the bare operator - in this case the symmetry of the UV-regularized operator is preserved
order by order in perturbation theory by subtraction of the symmetry-restoring counterterms.
The NLO BK equation written in terms of these composite conformal operators is conformally invariant (in N = 4
SYM) and so are the impact factors [14]. Below I present the results for these impact factors and for the “pomeron
residue” F (ν) in a simple case of correlator of four scalar currents in the Regge limit.
In QCD we do not have the conformal invariance so the corresponding composite operators are not, strictly speaking,
conformal. Still, if we write down the NLO BK equation in terms of these operators it has a nice property of being a
sum of conformal part and the running-coupling part proportional to b = 113 Nc− 23nf . I calculate the NLO coefficient
function in the expansion of two electromagnetic currents in these composite operators which determines the photon
impact factor at the NLO level.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. II I remind the general logic of the operator expansion using the example
of light-ray OPE. In Sect. III I formulate the program of high-energy OPE and carry it out in subsequent Sections.
In Sect IV we calculate the high-energy amplitudes in N = 4 SYM in the leading order and then in the NLO. Sect
V is devoted to the NLO high-energy amplitudes in QCD and Sect. VI contains the conclusions. The details of
the calculation of Feynman diagrams for the NLO evolution of color dipoles are not presented here (see the original
publications [14, 17–19]) but we will outline the calculation of impact factors in N = 4 SYM and in QCD.
II. THE LOGIC OF OPE
Let me first remind the logic of usual operator expansion near the light cone. A typical example is the calculation of
the structure functions of deep inelastic scattering (DIS) at moderate xB = Q
2/(2p · q) determined by the T-product
of two electromagnetic currents T {jµ(x)jν (y)} switched between the target states. The first step is to identify the
relevant operators. To this end, we formally put Q2 to infinity, then (x − y)2 = 0 and we see that the relevant
operators are the light-ray ones of the type of ψ¯(x)γµ[x, y]ψ(y) where
[x, y] ≡ Pexp
{
− ig
∫ 1
0
du (x − y)µAµ(ux− uy + y)
}
(12)
is a standard notation for a straight-line gauge link connecting points x and y.
Now, to get the Q2 behavior of structure functions one needs to perform the following four steps:
• Separate relevant Feynman loop integrals over k⊥ in two parts - the coefficient functions (with transverse
momenta k2⊥ greater than the factorization scale µ
2) and parton densities - matrix elements of light-ray operators
with k2⊥ < µ
2 (see Fig. 1). Technically, the cutoff of the transverse momenta in these matrix elements is done
by adding counterterms with normalization point µ2.
• Find the evolution equations of light-ray operators with respect to µ2.
• Solve of the corresponding evolution equation(s).
• Assemble the result for structure functions: take some initial conditions at low normalization point (usually
around µ2=1GeV2), evolve parton densities to high Q2 and multiply the result by the coefficient function.
Let me explain these steps at the NLO level in detail.
5k   <2 µ2
µk   > 2 2
+...+
FIG. 1: Operator product expansion near the light cone. Gauge link is denoted by a dotted line.
One can calculate the coefficient functions by direct computation of Feynman diagrams with quark and gluon tails
or by using the Feynman diagrams in external quark and gluon fields (see e.g. [20, 21]). A typical NLO contribution
coming from the upper part of last diagram in Fig. 1 has the form
T {jµ(x)jµ(0)} = −i
π2x4
∫ 1
0
du
[ 1
u
]
+
[ψ(x)[x, ux] 6xψ(ux)]l.t.
(
1 +
αs
4π
[lnx2µ2 + lnu]
)
+ ... (13)
where
[
1
u
]
+
is a standard “plus” prescription
∫ 1
0
du
[ 1
u
]
+
f(u) ≡
∫ 1
0
du
f(u)− f(0)
u
(14)
and the leading-twist light-ray operator [ψ(x)[x, ux] 6 xψ(ux)]l.t. is taken at x2 = 0. Formally, one can consider
the operator at x˜ where x˜ is close to x and light-like. Alternatively, one can define a “leading twist” prescription by
subtraction of all higher twists in the non-local form, see [22]. In any case, the light-ray operator [ψ(x)[x, ux] 6xψ(ux)]l.t.
has specific light-cone UV divergencies (in addition to usual UV contributions assembled to the running coupling
constant) which are regularized by adding light-ray counterterms. The resulting composite operator (original operator
minus counterterms) depends on the renormalization point µ and the renorm-group equation for these operators leads
to the DGLAP evolution equation for parton densities.
A typical contribution to the NLO evolution equation of the quark light-ray operator coming from the bottom part
of diagram in Fig. 1 has the form
µ
d
dµ
[ψ(x)[x, 0] 6xψ(0)]µl.t. =
αs(µ)
2π
cF
∫ 1
0
du
[ 1
u
]
+
[ψ(x)[x, ux] 6xψ(ux)]µl.t.
(
1 +
αs
4π
[lnx2µ2 + lnu]
)
+ ... (15)
(cF = (N
2
c − 1)/2Nc). This completes the second step of the above four-step program.
The third step is the solution of the evolution equation of (15) type. I will present this solution in a simple case of
forward matrix elements of quark operators for a non-singlet case determined by quark parton densities. For example,
in the case of unpolarized proton we get
〈p|[q¯(x)[x, 0] 6xq(0) − q¯ 6x[0, x]q(x)]µl.t.|p〉 = 2(px)
∫ 1
0
dω Dq(ω)
[
eip·xω − e−ip·xω] (16)
where p is the proton momentum and Dq(ω) is a parton density of quark q (u, d, or s). The solution of the evolution
equation for parton densities is given by the Mellin integral. In terms of light-ray operators it has the form
〈ψ(x)[x, 0] 6xλaψ(0)]µl.t.〉 =
∫ − 12+i∞
− 12−i∞
dν
2πi
( αs(µ)
αs(µ0)
)−γ(1)j
b
e−
αs(µ)−αs(µ0)
4pib [γ
(2)
j +γ
(1)
j b1]
∫ ∞
0
du uj〈ψ(ux)[ux, 0] 6xλaψ(0)]µ0l.t.〉
(17)
where λa is a flavor Gell-Mann matrix and 〈O〉 means any forward matrix element of the operator O. Also, γj(αs) =
γ
(1)
j
αs
4π + γ
(2)
j
α2s
16π2 + ... is the anomalous dimension of the light-ray operator
∫∞
0 du u
jψ(ux)[ux, 0] 6xλaψ(0) and b1 is
the second coefficient of Gell-Mann-Low function.
6Now, to perform step four and get a structure function (−3F1 + 12F2 in our case) one can take parton densities at
low µ20 ∼ 1Gev2, put it into Eq. (17), take µ2 = Q2 and multiply the result by the coefficient function (13) taken at
µ2 = Q2. In future, one should get the parton densities at low µ2 from non-perturbative (lattice) QCD but at present
people use well established models. The evolution of parton densities in QCD is calculated up to the third order in
αs [5] and the results agree with experiment in a broad range of parameters Q
2 and xB.
III. HIGH-ENERGY OPE IN WILSON LINES
Now we want to extend the four-step program from the previous section to describe the high-energy amplitudes. A
typical process is deep inelastic scattering at small values of Bjorken x. Since we are interested now in xB evolution
rather than Q2 evolution, as step one we factorize in rapidity instead of transverse momenta. As a preliminary step we
identify the relevant operators. The virtual photon splits into quark-antiquark pair, and if we set formally the energy
of incoming photon to infinity we see that these quark and antiquark travel along the light-like classical trajectories.
This is the well-known general result from quantum mechanics - the fast particle moves along its straight-line classical
trajectory and the only quantum effect is the eikonal phase factor acquired along this propagation path. In QCD, for
fast quark or gluon scattering off some target, this eikonal phase factor is a Wilson line (5) - an infinite gauge link
ordered along the straight line collinear to particle’s velocity nµ:
Y > η
Y < η
moo
+ +...
FIG. 2: High-energy operator expansion in Wilson lines
Having identified the operators, we can repeat the 4 steps which give us the high-energy (small-x for DIS) evolution
of the amplitude.
• Separate the relevant Feynman loop integrals over the longitudinal momentum α in two parts - the coefficient
functions (“impact factors”) with α greater than the rapidity factorization scale σ = eη and matrix elements of
Wilson-line operators with α < σ (see Fig. 2). We were not able to find the analog of dimensional regularization
for longitudinal divergence so we cut the integration over α < σ “ by hand”.
• Find the evolution equations of color dipoles with respect to the cutoff in rapidity Y .
• Solve of the corresponding evolution equation(s).
• Assemble the result for structure functions: take the initial conditions at low energy, evolve color dipoles to high
rapidity Y ∼ YA and multiply the result by the corresponding impact factor.
Unlike the DGLAP evolution discussed above, the BK evolution equation for color dipoles with respect to energy
is non-linear which makes it considerably more difficult to solve. At present, for the experimentally interesting case
of DIS from proton or nucleus we have no analytical solution so one has to rely upon the approximate solutions and
numerical simulations. One can linearize the BK equation and get the usual linear BFKL evolution but the validity
of this linearization in the saturation region of small x is questionable. Still, there are purely perturbative processes
where the BFKL equation gives the correct (pre-asymptotic) behavior at high energies: for example the scattering of
virtual photons with equal (and high) virtualities, or observation of two Mueller-Navelet jets [23] in hadron-hadron
scattering. In this case, the leading-order analysis has been performed, but the generalizations of the LO results to
the next-to-leading order has not been obtained since it is difficult to take into account the running-coupling effects
in the BFKL equation.
7By the same token, since in N = 4 SYM the coupling does not run, the NLO BFKL program can be performed
to the very end. I will present the NLO analysis of high-energy “scattering of two scalar currents” and get the NLO
result for this correlation function in an explicit form. In subsequent two chapters we will carry out steps (1-4) of our
program for N = 4 SYM and then for QCD (where we’ll discuss only steps 1 and 2).
IV. HIGH-ENERGY AMPLITUDES IN N = 4 SYM IN THE NEXT-TO-LEADING ORDER
A. Regge limit and Pomeron in N = 4 SYM
As we mentioned above, at first we will find the NLO amplitudes at high energies for N = 4 SYM and turn to
QCD later. We use the N = 4 Lagrangian in the form (see e.g. Ref. [24]):
L = − 1
4
FµνFµν +
1
2
(
DµΦaI
)(
DµΦ
a
I
)− 1
4
g2fabcf lmcΦaIΦ
b
JΦ
l
IΦ
m
J
+ λ¯aα˙Aσ
α˙β
µ DµλaAβ − iλαAa Σ¯sABΦsbλBαkfabc + iλ¯aα˙AΣsABΦsbλ¯α˙Bcfabc (18)
Here ΦaI are scalars, λ
αA
a gluinos and Σ
a
IJ = (Y
i
AB , iY¯
i
AB), Σ¯
a
IJ = (Y
i
AB,−iY¯ iAB) where Y iAB are standard ‘t Hooft
symbols. The bare propagators are
〈ΦaI (x)ΦbJ (y)〉 = iδabδIJ
∫
d−4p
e−ip·(x−y)
−p2 + iǫ , 〈λ
aI
β (x) λ¯
bJ
α˙ (y)〉 =
∫
d−4peip·(x−y)
ipµ σ¯
µ
βα˙
−p2 + iǫ , (19)
and the vertex of gluon emission in the momentum space is proportional to (k1− k2)µT aδIJ for the scalars and σµT a
for gluinos. Here σµ = (1, ~σ), σ¯µ = (−1, ~σ) where ~σ are usual Pauli matrices and our metric is gµν = (−1, 1, 1, 1).
For simplicity, let us consider correlation function of four scalar currents
A(x, y, x′, y′) = (x− y)4(x′ − y′)4〈O(x)O†(y)O(x′)O†(y′)〉 (20)
where O ≡ 4π2
√
2√
N2c−1
Tr{Z2} (Z = 1√
2
(Φ1 + iΦ2)) is a renorm-invariant chiral primary operator.
In a conformal theory this four-point amplitude A(x, y;x′, y′) depends on two conformal ratios which can be chosen
as
R =
(x− x′)2(y − y′)2
(x− y)2(x′ − y′)2 , r = R
[
1− (x− y
′)2(y − x′)2
(x− x′)2(y − y′)2 +
1
R
]2
(21)
We are interested in the behavior of the correlator (20) in the high-energy (Regge) limit. In the coordinate space it
can be achieved as follows:
x = ρx∗
2
s
p1 + x⊥, y = ρy∗
2
s
p1 + y⊥, x′ = ρ′x•
2
s
p2 + x
′
⊥, y
′ = ρ′y′•
2
s
p2 + y
′
⊥ (22)
with ρ, ρ′ →∞ and x∗ > 0 > y∗, x′• > 0 > y′•. (Strictly speaking, ρ→∞ or ρ′ →∞ would be sufficient to reach the
Regge limit). Hereafter I use the notations x• = −pµ1xµ, x∗ = −pµ2xµ where p1 and p2 are light-like vectors normalized
by −2(p1, p2) = s. These “Sudakov variables” are related to the usual light-cone coordinates x± = 1√2 (x0 ± x3) by
x∗ = x+
√
s/2, x• = x−
√
s/2 so x = 2
s
x∗p1+ 2sx•p2+x⊥. The metric is g
µν=(-1,1,1,1) so x2 = − 4
s
x•x∗+ ~x2⊥. In the
Regge limit (22) the full conformal group reduces to Mo¨bius subgroup SL(2,C) leaving the transverse plane (0, 0, z⊥)
invariant.
As demonstrated in Ref. [25], the pomeron contribution in a conformal theory can be represented as an integral
over one real variable ν
(x− y)4(x′ − y′)4〈O(x)O†(y)O(x′)O†(y′)〉 = i
2
∫
dν f˜+(ν)
tanhπν
ν
F (ν)Ω(r, ν)R
1
2ω(ν) (23)
Here ω(ν) ≡ ω(0, ν) is the pomeron intercept, f˜+(ν) ≡ f˜+(ω(ν)) where f˜+(ω) = (eiπω − 1)/ sinπω is the signature
factor in the coordinate space, and F (ν) is the “pomeron residue” (strictly speaking, the product of two pomeron
residues). The conformal function Ω(r, ν) is given by a hypergeometric function (see Ref. [26]) but for our purposes
it is convenient to use the representation in terms of the two-dimensional integral
Ω(r, ν) =
ν2
π3
∫
d2z
[ −κ2
(−2κ · ζ)2
] 1
2+iν
[ −κ′2
(−2κ′ · ζ)2
] 1
2−iν
(24)
8where ζ ≡ p1
s
+ z2⊥p2 + z⊥ and
κ =
√
s
2x∗
(
p1
s
+ x2p2 + x⊥)−
√
s
2y∗
(
p1
s
+ y2p2 + y⊥) (25)
κ′ =
√
s
2x′•
(
p1
s
+ x′2p2 + x′⊥)−
√
s
2y′•
(
p1
s
+ y′2p2 + y′⊥)
are two SL(2,C)-invariant vectors [26] (see also [27]) such that κ2 = s(x−y)
2
4x∗y∗
, κ′2 = s(x
′−y′)2
4x′
•
y′
•
and therefore
κ2κ′2 =
1
R
, 4(κ · κ′)2 = r
R
(26)
In our limit (22) x2 = x2⊥, x
′2 = x′2⊥ and similarly for y. Note that all the dependence on large energy (≡ large ρ, ρ′)
is contained in R
1
2ω(ν).
The dynamical information about the conformal theory is encoded in two functions: pomeron intercept and pomeron
residue. The pomeron intercept is known both in the small and large αs limit. The NLO intercept at small αs was
calculated in N = 4 SYM by Lipatov and Kotikov [28]
ω(ν) =
αs
π
Nc
(
χ(ν) +
αsNc
4π
[
6ζ(3)− π
2
3
χ(ν) + χ′′(ν)− 2Φ(ν)− 2Φ(−ν)
])
(27)
Our main goal is the description of the amplitude in the next-to-leading order in perturbation theory, but it is worth
noting that the pomeron intercept is known also in the limit of large ’t Hooft coupling λ = 4παsNc
ω(ν) + 1 = j(ν) = 2− 2ν
2 + 1√
λ
(28)
where 2 is the graviton spin and the first correction was calculated in Ref. [29, 30].
The pomeron residue F (ν) is known in the leading order both at small [26, 31, 32] and large [25] ’t Hooft coupling
F (ν)
λ→0→ λ2 π sinπν
4ν cos3 πν
, F (ν)
λ→∞→ π
3ν2(1 + ν)2
sinh2 πν
(29)
To find the NLO amplitude, we must also calculate the “pomeron residue” F (ν) in the next-to-leading order. In the
rest of this section we will do this using the four steps of the high-energy operator product expansion in Wilson lines.
B. High-energy OPE in the leading order
1. Leading order: impact factor
As I discussed above, the main idea behind the high-energy operator expansion is the rapidity factorization. At
the first step, we integrate over gluons with rapidities Y > η and leave the integration over Y < η for later time, see
Fig. 2. It is convenient to use the background field formalism: we integrate over gluons with α > σ and leave gluons
with α < σ as a background field, to be integrated over later. The result of the integration is the coefficient function
(“impact factor”) in front of the Wilson-line operators with rapidities up to η = lnσ:
Uσx = Pexp
[
− ig
∫ ∞
−∞
du pµ1A
σ
µ(up1 + x⊥)
]
, Aσµ(x) =
∫
d4k θ(σ − |αk|)eik·xAµ(k) (30)
where the Sudakov variable αk is defined as usual, k = αkp1+ βkp2 + k⊥. The impact factor is given then by a set of
Feynman diagrams in the external field of gluons with α < σ. Since the rapidities of the background gluons are very
different from the rapidities of gluons in our Feynman diagrams, the background field can be taken in a form of the
shock wave due to the Lorentz contraction. It is very easy to derive the expression of a quark (or gluon) propagator
in this shock-wave background. We represent the propagator as a path integral over various trajectories, each of them
weighed with the gauge factor Pexp(ig
∫
dxµA
µ) ordered along the propagation path. Now, since the shock wave is
very thin, quarks (or gluons) do not have time to deviate in transverse direction so their trajectory inside the shock
wave can be approximated by a segment of the straight line. Morover, since there is no external field outside the
9y
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x
z
x
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FIG. 3: Propagator in a shock-wave background
shock wave [43] the integral over the segment of straight line can be formally extended to ±∞ limits yielding the
Wilson-line operator.
Thus, the structure of the propagator in a shock-wave background is as follows:[
Free propagation from initial point x to the point of intersection with the shock wave z
]
× [Interaction with the shock wave described by the Wilson-line operator Uz]
× [Free propagation from point of interaction z to the final point y].
The explicit form can be taken from Ref. [14]
〈ΦˆI(x)ΦˆJ (y)〉shockwave x∗>0>y∗= 2iδIJ
∫
d4zδ(z∗)
1
4π2[(x− z)2 + iǫ] U
ab
z⊥
∂
(z)
∗
1
4π2[(z − y)2 + iǫ]
=
s2δIJ
64π3x∗y∗
∫ ∞
0
dα αeiα
s
4Z = − δ
IJ
4π3x∗y∗Z2 (31)
where Z ≡ − 4√
s
(κ · ζ) = − 4
s
(x − y)• + (x−z)
2
⊥
x∗
− (y−z)2⊥
y∗
. Note that the interaction with the shock wave does not
change the α-component of the scalar particle’s momentum.
Let us calculate the impact factor taking x• = y• = 0 for simplicity. The leading-order impact factor is proportional
to the product of two propagators (31), see Fig. 4:
z1
y x
z2
FIG. 4: Impact factor in the leading order.
〈T {Oˆ(x)Oˆ(y)}〉LOshockwave =
(x− y)−4
π2(N2c − 1)
∫
d2z1⊥d2z2⊥
z412
R2 Tr{Uz1U †z2} (32)
where
R = − (x− y)
2z212
x∗y∗Z1Z2 =
κ2(ζ1 · ζ2)
2(κ · ζ1)(κ · ζ2) (33)
and ζi ≡ p1s +z2i p2+z⊥i , Zi ≡ − 4√s (κ ·ζi) = (x−zi)
2
x∗
− (y−zi)2
y∗
. Note that the leading-order impact factor is conformally
(Mo¨bius) invariant - it goes into itself under the inversion (10).
This formula can be promoted to the operator equation as follows
(x− y)4T {Oˆ(x)Oˆ(y)}LO = 1
π2(N2c − 1)
∫
d2z1d
2z2
z412
R2 Tr{UˆσAz1 Uˆ †σAz2 } (34)
where σA ∼
√
x∗|y∗|
s(x−y)2 is the characteristic α
′s in the scalar loop which serve as an upper bound for rapidity of Wilson-line
gluons. (Recall that |y∗| and x∗ are of the same order of magnitude as seen from Eq. (22)).
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We’ll need later the projection of the T-product in the l.h.s. of this equation onto the conformal eigenfunctions of
the BFKL equation [15]
Eν,n(z10, z20) =
[ z˜12
z˜10z˜20
] 1
2+iν+
n
2
[ z¯12
z¯10z¯20
] 1
2+iν−n2
(35)
(here z˜ = zx+ izy, z¯ = zx− izy, z10 ≡ z1−z0 etc.). Since Oˆ’s are scalar operators, the only non-vanishing contribution
comes from projection on the eigenfunctions with spin 0:
1
π2
∫
dz1dz2
z412
R2
[ z212
z210z
2
20
] 1
2+iν
=
[ −κ2
(−2κ · ζ0)2
] 1
2+iν Γ2
(
1
2 − iν
)
Γ(1− 2iν)
(
1
4 + ν
2
)
π
coshπν
(36)
where ζ0 ≡ p1s + z20⊥p2 + z0⊥.
Now, using the decomposition of the product of the transverse δ-functions in conformal 3-point functions
Eν,n(z10, z20) [15]
δ(2)(z1 − w1)δ(2)(z2 − w2) =
∞∑
n=−∞
∫
dν
π4
ν2 + n
2
4
z212w
2
12
∫
d2ρ E∗ν,n(w1 − ρ, w2 − ρ)Eν,n(z1 − ρ, z2 − ρ) (37)
we obtain (dots stand for contributions of higher spins n which we do not need for our correlator (20))
(x − y)4T {Oˆ(x)Oˆ†(y)} = −
∫
dν
∫
d2z0
ν2(1 + 4ν2)
4π coshπν
Γ2
(
1
2 − iν
)
Γ(1 − 2iν)
( −κ2
(−2κ · ζ0)2
) 1
2+iν UˆσA(ν, z0) + ... (38)
where
Uˆσ(ν, z0) ≡ 1
π2
∫
d2z1d
2z2
z412
( z212
z210z
2
20
) 1
2−iν Uˆσ(z1, z2) (39)
and Uˆσ(z1, z2) is a “color dipole in the adjoint representation”
Uˆσ(z1, z2) = 1− 1
N2c − 1
Tr{Uˆσz1Uˆ †σz2 } (40)
2. Leading order: BK equation
Next step is to obtain the evolution equation for color dipoles in the leading order in αs. For the light-cone
dipoles, the contribution of scalar operators to Maldacena-Wilson line [16] vanishes so one has the usual Wilson line
constructed from gauge fields and therefore the LLA evolution equation for color dipoles in the N = 4 SYM has the
same form as in QCD.
To find the evolution of the color dipole (6) with respect to rapidity of the Wilson lines in the leading log approx-
imation we consider the matrix element of the color dipole between (arbitrary) target states and integrate over the
gluons with rapidities Y1 > Y > Y2 = Y1−∆Y leaving the gluons with Y < Y2 as a background field (to be integrated
over later). In the frame of gluons with Y ∼ Y1 the fields with Y < Y2 shrink to a pancake and we obtain the four
diagrams shown in Fig. 5. Technically, to find the kernel in the leading-ordrer approximation we write down the
general form of the operator equation for the evolution of the color dipole
d
dY
Tr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 } = KLOTr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 }+ ... (41)
(where dots stand for the higher orders of the expansion) and calculate the l.h.s. of Eq. (41) in the shock-wave
background
d
dY
〈Tr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 }〉shockwave = 〈KLOTr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 }〉shockwave (42)
In what follows we replace 〈...〉shockwave by 〈...〉 for brevity.
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FIG. 5: Leading-order diagrams for the small-x evolution of color dipole. Gauge links are denoted by dotted lines.
With future NLO computation in view, we will perform the leading-order calculation in the lightcone gauge pµ2Aµ =
0. The gluon propagator in a shock-wave external field has the form[17, 33]
〈Aˆaµ(x)Aˆbν(y)〉 x∗>0>y∗= −
i
2
∫
d4z δ(z∗)
x∗g⊥µξ − p2µ(x− z)⊥ξ
π2[(x− z)2 + iǫ]2 U
ab
z⊥
1
∂
(z)
∗
y∗δ⊥ξν − p2ν(y − z)ξ⊥
π2[(z − y)2 + iǫ]2 (43)
where 1
∂∗
can be either 1
∂∗+iǫ
or 1
∂∗−iǫ which leads to the same result. (This is obvious for the leading order and
correct in NLO after subtraction of the leading-order contribution, see Eq. (67) below).
We obtain
g2
∫ ∞
0
du
∫ 0
−∞
dv 〈Aˆa,Y1• (up1 + x⊥)Aˆb,Y1• (vp1 + y⊥)〉Fig.5a = − 4αs
∫ eY1
0
dα
α
(x⊥| pi
p2⊥ − iǫ
Uab
pi
p2⊥ − iǫ
|y⊥) (44)
Hereafter we use Schwinger’s notations (x⊥|F (p⊥)|y⊥) ≡
∫
d−p ei(p,x−y)⊥F (p⊥) (the scalar product of the four-
dimensional vectors in our notations is x · y = − 2
s
(x∗y• + x∗y•) + (x, y)⊥). Note that the interaction with the
shock wave does not change the α-component of the gluon momentum, same as for the scalar propagator (31)
Formally, the integral over α diverges at the lower limit, but since we integrate over the rapidities Y > Y2 in the
leading log approximation, we get (∆Y ≡ Y1 − Y2)
g2
∫ ∞
0
du
∫ 0
−∞
dv 〈Aˆa,Y1• (up1 + x⊥)Aˆb,Y1• (vp1 + y⊥)〉Fig.5a = − 4αs∆Y (x⊥|
pi
p2⊥
Uab
pi
p2⊥
|y⊥) (45)
and therefore
〈UˆYz1 ⊗ Uˆ †Yz2 〉Y1Fig.5a = −
αs
π2
∆Y (T aUz1 ⊗ T bU †z2)
∫
d2z3
(z13, z23)
z213z
2
23
Uabz3 (46)
(hereafter T amn ≡ −ifamn). The contribution of the diagram in Fig. 5b is obtained from Eq. (46) by the replacement
T aUz1 ⊗ T bU †z2 → Uz1T b ⊗ U †z2T a, z2 ↔ z1 and the two remaining diagrams are obtained from Eq. 45 by taking
z2 = z1 (Fig. 5c) and z1 = z2 (Fig. 5d). Finally, one has
〈Tr{UˆY1z1 Uˆ †Y1z2 }〉Fig.5 =
αs∆Y
π2
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
[Tr{T aUz1U †z3T aUz3U †z2} −
1
Nc
Tr{Uz1U †z2}] (47)
There are also contributions coming from diagrams similar to Fig. 5 but without the gluon-shockwave intersection.
These diagrams are proportional to the original dipole Tr{Uz1U †z2} and therefore the corresponding term can be
derived from the contribution of Fig. 5 graphs using the requirement that the r.h.s. of the evolution equation should
vanish in the absence of the shock wave (when U ≡ 1). It is easy to see that this requirement leads to
〈Tr{UˆY1z1 Uˆ †Y1z2 }〉 =
αs∆Y
π2
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
[Tr{T aUz1U †z3T aUz3U †z2} −NcTr{Uz1U †z2}]
which gives the BK equation for the evolution of the color dipole in the adjoint representation:.
d
dY
Tr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 } =
αs
π2
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
[Tr{T aUˆYz1Uˆ †Yz3 T aUˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 } −NcTr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 }] (48)
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3. Leading order: BFKL evolution of color dipoles
Next step is the evolution of color dipole. To find the amplitude (20) in the leading order (and NLO as well) it
is sufficient to take into account only the linear evolution of Wilson-line operators which corresponds to taking into
account only two gluons in the t-channel. The non-linear effects in the evolution (and the production) of t-channel
gluons enter the four-current amplitude (20) in the form of so-called “pomeron loops” which start from the NNLO
BFKL order. With this two-gluon accuracy
1
Nc
Tr{T nUˆσz1Uˆ †σz3 T nUˆσz3Uˆ †σz2 } − Tr{Uˆσz1Uˆ †σz2 } = −
1
2
(N2c − 1)
[Uˆσ(z1, z3) + Uˆσ(z2, z3)− Uˆσ(z1, z2)]
where Uˆσ(z1, z2) is a color dipole in the adjoint representation, see Eq. (40). The BFKL equation for Uˆσ(z1, z2) takes
the form (recall that σ = eY )
σ
d
dσ
Uˆσ(z1, z2) =
∫
d2z3d
2z4KLO(z1, z2; z3, z4) Uˆσ(z3, z4) (49)
where
KLO(z1, z2; z3, z4) =
αsNc
2π2
[z212δ2(z13)
z214z
2
24
+
z212δ
2(z24)
z213z
2
23
− δ2(z13)δ2(z24)
∫
d2z
z212
(z1 − z)2(z2 − z)2
]
(50)
The solution of this equation is easily formulated in terms of Uˆσ(ν, z0) - projection of color dipole on Lipatov’s
eigenfunctions (35):
Uˆσ(ν, z0) = (σ/σ0)ω(ν)Uˆσ0(ν, z0) (51)
4. LO: amplitude
The last step is a matrix element of the color dipole operator Uˆσ0(ν, z0) “between scalar states”, i.e. the correlator
of color dipole and “bottom pair” of scalar operators O(x′) and O(y′) in the leading order in perturbation theory.
The easiest way to get this matrix element is to write down the high-energy OPE for the bottom pair of operators
similar to Eq. (29)
(x′ − y′)4T {Oˆ(x′)Oˆ†(y′)} = −
∫
dν′
∫
d2z′0
ν′2(1 + 4ν′2)
4π coshπν′
Γ2
(
1
2 − iν′
)
Γ(1− 2iν′)
( −κ′2
(−2κ′ · ζ′0)2
) 1
2+iν
′
VˆλB (ν′, z′0). (52)
Here ζ′0 ≡ p1 + z
′2
0
s
p2 + z
′
0⊥, b0 = κ
′−2 + iǫ = 4x
′
•
y′
•
s(x′−y′)2 + iǫ, and
Vˆλ(ν′, z′0) =
1
π2
∫
d2z1d
2z2
z412
( z212
z210z
2
20
) 1
2−iν′ Vˆλ(z1, z2), (53)
where the operator is made from the dipoles Vˆλ(z′1, z′2) = 1 − 1N2c−1Tr{Vˆ
λ
z′1
Vˆ †λz′2 } (cf. Eq. (40)) ordered along the
straight line ‖ p2 with the rapidity restriction
V λx = Pexp
[
− ig
∫ ∞
−∞
du pµ1A
λ
µ(up2 + x⊥)
]
, Aλµ(x) =
∫
d4k θ(λ− |βk|)eik·xAµ(k) (54)
Similarly to the case of the upper impact factor discussed above, the cutoff λ for β integration in Eq. (54) should be
chosen of order of characteristic β’s in the lower impact factor so λB ∼
√
x′
•
|y′
•
|
s(x′−y′)2 .
In the leading order in perturbation theory
〈U(z1, z2)V(w1, w2)〉 = − α
2
sπ
2N2c
2(N2c − 1)
ln2
(z1 − w1)2(z2 − w2)2
(z1 − w2)2(z2 − w1)2 (55)
which will be true in the LLA as long as the α and β cutoffs do not allow large logarithms ln αβs
k2
⊥
where k2⊥ is
characteristic transverse momentum in gluon ladder describing the BFKL evolution. (This is similar to taking µ2
13
around 1 GeV for the initial point of the DGLAP evolution so the logarithms ln µ
2
m2p
can be neglected). Thus, if we
choose the final point of evolution (51) to be σ0 ∼ k
2
⊥
λBs
∼ (|x − y|⊥|x′ − y′|⊥λBs)−1, the correlator of color dipoles
〈Uσ0 (z1, z2)VλB (w1, w2)〉 will be given by Eq. (55) which translates to
〈Uˆσ0 (ν, z0)VˆλB (ν′, z′0)〉 = −
α2sN
2
c
N2c − 1
16π2
ν2(1 + 4ν2)2
[
δ(z0 − z′0)δ(ν + ν′) +
21−4iνδ(ν − ν′)
π|z0 − z′0|2−4iν
Γ
(
1
2 + iν
)
Γ(1− iν)
Γ(iν)Γ
(
1
2 − iν
) ] (56)
where we used the following orthogonality condition for the eigenfunctions (35), see Ref. [15]:
∫
d2z1d
2z2
z412
E∗ν′,m(z1 − z′0, z2 − z′0)Eν,n(z1 − z0, z2 − z0) =
π4
2
(
ν2 + n
2
4
)
[
δ(ν − ν′)δm,nδ(2)(z0 − z′0) (57)
+ δ(ν + ν′)δm,−n(z˜0 − z˜′0)−1+n−2iν(z¯0 − z¯′0)−1−n−2iν
24iν+1
π
( |n|
2
+ iν
)Γ( 1+|n|2 − iν)Γ( |n|2 + iν)
Γ
( 1+|n|
2 + iν
)
Γ
( |n|
2 − iν
)
]
With our choice of σ0 for the endpoint of the evolution of the color dipole (51) the correlator of two color dipoles
UˆσA(ν, z0) and VˆλB (ν′, z′0) takes the form
〈UˆσA (ν, z0)VˆλB (ν′, z′0)〉 (58)
= − α
2
sN
2
c
N2c − 1
32π2
ν2(1 + 4ν2)2
( x∗y∗x•y•
s(x− y)2⊥(x′ − y′)2⊥
)ω(ν)
2
[
δ(z0 − z′0)δ(ν + ν′) +
21−4iνδ(ν − ν′)
π|z0 − z′0|2−4iν
Γ
(
1
2 + iν
)
Γ(1− iν)
Γ(iν)Γ
(
1
2 − iν
) ].
Combining now Eqs. (38), (52), and the above equation we see that the leading-order amplitude is given by Eq. (23)
with ω0(ν) =
α2Nc
π
χ(ν) and
F0(ν) =
N2c
N2c − 1
4π4α2s
cosh2 πν
(59)
which agrees with the leading-order impact factor calculated in Refs. [26, 31]. Here we used the integral∫
d2z′0
[(z0 − z′0)2]1−2iν
[ −κ′2
(−2κ′ · ζ′0)2
] 1
2+iν
=
π
2iν
[ −κ′2
(−2κ′ · ζ0)2
] 1
2−iν
(60)
C. NLO: Rapidity factorization
Now we repeat the same four steps of operator expansion at the NLO accuracy. A general form of the expansion
of T-product of the currents O(x) and O(y) in color dipoles looks as follows:
T {Oˆ(x)Oˆ(y)} =
∫
d2z1d
2z2 I
LO(z1, z2)Tr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 }
+
∫
d2z1d
2z2d
2z3 I
NLO(z1, z2, z3)[Tr{T nUˆYz1Uˆ †Yz3 T nUˆYz3Uˆ †Yz2 } −NcTr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 }] (61)
(structure of the NLO contribution is clear from the topology of diagrams in the shock-wave background, see Fig. 6
below).
The NLO impact factor for two Z2 currents is given by the diagrams shown in Fig. 6. The gluon propagator
in the shock-wave background at x∗ > 0 > y∗ in the light-like gauge p
µ
2Aµ = 0 is given by Eq. (43) To calculate
the next-to-leading impact factor we also need the three-point scalar-scalar-gluon vertex Green function (vertex with
tails) which is proportional to∫
d4z
[ 1
(x − z)2
↔
∂µ
1
(z − y)2
]zν
z4
− µ↔ ν = 4iπ2 xµyν − xνyµ
x2y2(x− y)2 (62)
Using this formula, one obtains the contribution of Fig. 6a,b diagrams in the form (the details of the calculation are
presented in Ref. [14])
〈T {Oˆ(x)Oˆ†(y)}〉Fig.6a,b = αs
(N2c − 1)π4x2∗y2∗
∫
d2z1d
2z2
Z21Z22
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
Tr{T nUz1U †z3T nUz3U †z2}
∫ ∞
0
dα
α
eiα
s
4Z3 (63)
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FIG. 6: Diagrams for the NLO impact factor.
Let us discuss now the contribution of Fig. 6c,d diagrams. Since this contribution is proportional to Tr{Uz1U †z2} it
can be restored from the comparison of Eq. (63) with the pure perturbative series for the correlator 〈T {Oˆ(x)Oˆ(y)}〉.
If we switch off the shock wave the contribution of the Fig. 6 diagrams is given by the second term in Eq. (63)
(with U,U † repaced by 1). On the other hand, perturbative series for the correlator 〈T {Oˆ(x)Oˆ(y)}〉 vanishes [34] and
therefore the contribution of the Fig. 6c,d diagrams should be equal to the second term in the r.h.s. Eq. (63) with
opposite sign. Thus, we get
〈T {Oˆ(x)Oˆ†(y)}〉Fig.6A
=
αs
(N2c − 1)π4x2∗y2∗
∫
d2z1d
2z2
Z21Z22
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
[
Tr{T nUz1U †z3T nUz3U †z2} −NcTr{Uz1U †z2}
]∫ ∞
0
dα
α
eiα
s
4Z3 (64)
The integral over α in the r.h.s. of Eq. (64) diverges. This divergence reflects the fact that the r.h.s. of Eq. (64)
is not exactly the NLO impact factor since we must subtract the matrix element of the leading-order contribution.
Indeed, the NLO impact factor is a coefficient function defined according to Eq. (61). To find the NLO impact factor,
we consider the operator equation (61) in the shock-wave background (in the leading order 〈Uˆz3〉A = Uz3):
〈T {Oˆ(x)Oˆ(y)}〉A −
∫
d2z1d
2z2 I
LO(x, y; z1, z2)〈Tr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 }〉A
=
∫
d2z1d
2z2d
2z3 I
NLO(x, y; z1, z2, z3;Y )[Tr{T nUz1U †z3T nUz3U †z2} −NcTr{Uz1U †z2}] (65)
The NLO matrix element 〈T {Oˆ(x)Oˆ(y)}〉A is given by Eq. (64) while∫
d2z1d
2z2 I
LO(x, y; z1, z2)〈Tr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 }〉A
=
(x∗y∗)−2
π2(N2c − 1)
∫
d2z1d
2z2
1
Z21Z22
αs
π2
∫ σ
0
dα
α
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
[Tr{T nUz1U †z3T nUz3U †z2} −NcTr{Uz1U †z2}] (66)
as follows from Eqs. (32) and (48). The α integration is cut from above by σ = eY in accordance with the definition
of operators UˆY (30). Subtracting (66) from Eq. (64) we get
INLO(x, y; z1, z2, z3;Y ) =
αs(x∗y∗)−2
π4(N2c − 1)
z213
z212z
2
23Z21Z22
[∫ ∞
0
dα
α
eiα
s
4Z3 −
∫ σ
0
dα
α
]
= − αs(x∗y∗)
−2
π4(N2c − 1)
z213
z212z
2
23Z21Z22
[
ln
σs
4
Z3 − iπ
2
+ C
]
(67)
Let us rewrite the operator expansion (61) in the explicit form [14]:
(x− y)4T {Oˆ(x)Oˆ†(y)} = 1
π2(N2c − 1)
∫
d2z1d
2z2
z412
R2
[
Tr{Uˆσz1Uˆ †σz2 } (68)
− αs
π2
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
[
ln
s
4
σZ3 − iπ
2
+ C
]
[Tr{T nUˆσz1Uˆ †σz3 T nUˆσz3Uˆ †σz2 } −NcTr{Uˆσz1Uˆ †σz2 }]
Note that the l.h.s. of the Eq. (68) is conformally invariant while the coefficient function in the r.h.s. is not (due to
[ln s4σZ3 factor). The reason for that is the cutoff in the longitudinal direction (30). Indeed, we consider the light-like
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dipoles (in the p1 direction) and impose the cutoff on the maximal α emitted by any gluon from the Wilson lines.
Formally, the light-like Wilson lines are Mo¨bius invariant. However, the light-like Wilson lines are divergent in the
longitudinal direction and moreover, it is exactly the evolution equation with respect to this longitudinal cutoff which
governs the high-energy behavior of amplitudes. At present, it is not known how to find the conformally invariant
cutoff in the longitudinal direction. When we use the non-invariant cutoff we expect, as usual, the invariance to
hold in the leading order but be violated in higher orders in perturbation theory. In our calculation we restrict the
longitudinal momentum of the gluons composing Wilson lines, and with this non-invariant cutoff the NLO evolution
equation in QCD has extra non-conformal parts not related to the running of coupling constant. Similarly, there
will be non-conformal parts coming from the longitudinal cutoff of Wilson lines in the N = 4 SYM equation. We
will demonstrate below that it is possible to construct the “composite conformal dipole operator” (order by order in
perturbation theory) which mimics the conformal cutoff in the longitudinal direction so the corresponding evolution
equation has no extra non-conformal parts. This is similar to the construction of the composite renormalized local
operator in the case when the UV cutoff does not respect the symmetries of the bare operator - in this case the
symmetry of the UV-regularized operator is preserved order by order in perturbation theory by subtraction of the
symmetry-restoring counterterms. Following Ref. [14] we choose the conformal composite operator in the form (11)
[Tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}
]conf
a,Y
= Tr{Uˆσz1Uˆ †σz2 }+
αs
2π2
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
[Tr{T nUˆσz1Uˆ †σz3 T nUˆσz3Uˆ †σz2 } −NcTr{Uˆσz1Uˆ †σz2 }] ln
4az212
sz213z
2
23
+ O(α2s)
where a is an arbitrary constant. It is convenient to choose the rapidity-dependent constant a → ae−2Y so that the
[Tr{Uˆσz1Uˆ †σz2 }
]conf
a
does not depend on Y = lnσ and all the rapidity dependence is encoded into a-dependence:
[Tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}
]conf
a
= Tr{Uˆσz1Uˆ †σz2 }+
αs
2π2
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
[Tr{T nUˆσz1Uˆ †σz3 T nUˆσz3Uˆ †σz2 } −NcTr{Uˆσz1Uˆ †σz2 }] ln
4az212
σ2sz213z
2
23
+ O(α2s) (69)
Using the leading-order evolution equation (48) it is easy to see that d
dY
[Tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}
]conf
a
= 0 (with our O(α2s)
accuracy).
Rewritten in terms of conformal dipoles (69), the operator expansion (68) takes the form:
(x − y)4T {Oˆ(x)Oˆ†(y)} = 1
π2(N2c − 1)
∫
d2z1d
2z2
z412
R2
{
[Tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}]confa
− αs
2π2
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
(
ln
asz212
4z213z
2
23
Z23 − iπ + 2C
)
[Tr{T nUˆz1Uˆ †z3T nUˆz3Uˆ †z2} −NcTr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}]a
}
(70)
We need to choose the new “rapidity cutoff” a in such a way that all the energy dependence is included in the matrix
element(s) of Wilson-line operators so the impact factor should not depend on energy ( ≡ should not scale with ρ as
ρ→∞). A suitable choice of a is given by a0 = κ−2 + iǫ = 4x∗y∗s(x−y)2 + iǫ so we obtain
(x− y)4T {Oˆ(x)Oˆ†(y)} = 1
π2(N2c − 1)
∫
d2z1d
2z2
z412
R2
{
[Tr{Uˆσz1Uˆ †σz2 }]confa0
− αs
2π2
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
[
ln
−x∗y∗z212
(x− y)2z213z223
Z23 + 2C
]
[Tr{T nUˆσz1Uˆ †σz3 T nUˆσz3Uˆ †σz2 } −NcTr{Uˆσz1Uˆ †σz2 }]
}
(71)
where the conformal dipole [Tr{Uˆσz1Uˆ †σz2 }]conf is given by Eq. (69) with a0 = 4x∗y∗s(x−y)2 .
Now it is evident that the impact factor in the r.h.s. of this equation is Mo¨bius invariant and does not scale with
ρ so Eq. (69) gives conformally invariant operator up to α2s order. In higher orders, one should expect the correction
terms with more Wilson lines.
With the two-gluon accuracy integration over one z in the r.h.s. of Eq. (71) can be performed explicitly so that
the resulting operator expansion takes the form
(x− y)4T {Oˆ(x)Oˆ†(y)} (72)
= − 1
π2
∫
dz1dz2
z412
Uˆa0conf(z1, z2)R2
{
1− αsNc
2π
[
ln2R− lnRR − 2C
(
lnR− 1R + 2
)
+ 2Li2(1−R)− π
2
3
]}
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We need the projection of the T-product in the l.h.s. of this equation onto the conformal eigenfunctions of the
BFKL equation with spin 0 (cf. Eq. (36)
1
π2
∫
dz1dz2
z412
R2
{
1− αsNc
2π
[
ln2R− lnRR − 2C
(
lnR− 1R + 2
)
+ 2Li2(1−R)− π
2
3
]}[ z212
z210z
2
20
] 1
2+iν
=
[ −κ2
(−2κ · ζ0)2
] 1
2+iν Γ2
(
1
2 − iν
)
Γ(1− 2iν)
(
1
4 + ν
2
)
π
coshπν
{
1 +
αsNc
2π
Φ1(ν)
}
(73)
where
Φ1(ν) = − 2ψ′
(1
2
+ iν
)− 2ψ′(1
2
− iν)+ 2π2
3
+
χ(ν)− 2
ν2 + 14
+ 2Cχ(ν) (74)
and ζ0 ≡ p1s + z20⊥p2 + z0⊥.
Now, using the decomposition (37) of the product of the transverse δ-functions in conformal 3-point functions
Eν,n(z10, z20) we obtain
(x− y)4T {Oˆ(x)Oˆ†(y)}
= −
∫
dν
∫
d2z0
ν2(1 + 4ν2)
4π coshπν
Γ2
(
1
2 − iν
)
Γ(1− 2iν)
( −κ2
(−2κ · ζ0)2
) 1
2+iν[
1 +
αsNc
2π
Φ1(ν)
]Uˆaconf(ν, z0) (75)
where
Uˆaconf(ν, z0) ≡
1
π2
∫
d2z1d
2z2
z412
( z212
z210z
2
20
) 1
2−iν Uˆaconf(z1, z2) (76)
is a conformal dipole in the z0, ν representation.
D. NLO BK in N = 4 SYM
The typical diagrams for the NLO evolution of color dipole are shown Fig. 7. Here solid line depicts either scalar
particle or gluino. The contribution of these diagrams is calculated using the gluon propagator in a shock-
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FIG. 7: Different types of diagrams for the NLO evolution of color dipole.
wave background (43) and usual Yang-Mills vertices. The typical contribution has a form of an integral over Feynman
parameter which is a fraction of momentum α carried by one of the gluon after splitting described by the three- gluon
vertex. For example,
〈Tr{UˆxUˆ †y}〉Fig.7I =
α2s
8π4
ln∆Y
∫ 1
0
du uu¯
∫
d2zd2z′ U bb
′
z U
cc′
z′
× Tr
{
T afabc
[ Zij
(z − z′)2[uz213 + u¯z214]
− (z1 ↔ z2)
]}
Ux
{
T a
′
fa
′b′c′
[ Z ′ij
(z − z′)2[uz223 + u¯z224]
− (z1 ↔ z2)
]}
U †y (77)
where
Zij = (z213 − z214)gij +
2
u
zi34z
j
14 +
2
u¯
zi13z
j
34, Z
′ij = (z223 − z224)gij +
2
u
zi34z
j
24 +
2
u¯
zi23z
j
34 (78)
and u¯ ≡ 1 − u. It is easy to see that integral (77) diverges as u → 0 and u → 1. This divergence comes in the
momentum space from the integrals of the type∫ ∞
0
dα1dα2
1
α1(k21⊥α2 + k
2
1⊥α2)
where αip1 and ki⊥ are longitudinal and transverse momenta carried by gluons in the loop in Fig. 7I. If we put a
lower cutoff αi > σ
′ on the αi integrals we would get a contribution ∼ ln2 σσ′ coming from the region α2 ≫ α1 > σ′ (or
α1 ≫ α2 > σ′ ) which corresponds to the the square of the leading-order BK kernel rather than to the NLO kernel. To
get the NLO kernel we need to subtract this (LO)2 contribution. Indeed, the operator form of the evolution equation
for the color dipole up to the next-to-leading order looks like
d
dY
Tr{UˆxUˆ †y} = KLOTr{UˆxUˆ †y}+KNLOTr{UˆxUˆ †y} (79)
where Y = lnσ. Our goal is to find KNLO by considering the l.h.s. of this equation in the external shock-wave
background so
〈KNLOTr{UˆxUˆ †y}〉shockwave =
d
dY
〈Tr{UˆxUˆ †y}〉shockwave − 〈KLOTr{UˆxUˆ †y}〉shockwave (80)
The subtraction (80) leads to the
[
1
u
]
+
prescription (14) for the terms divergent as 1
u
(similarly, 1
u¯
→
[
1
u¯
]
+
for the
contribution divergent as u → 1). With this prescription, the integrals over the Feynman parameter converge. The
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calculation of diagrams is carried out in Refs. [14, 19] and the result has the form
d
dY
Tr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 } =
αs
π2
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
{
1− αsNc
4π
[π2
3
+ 2 ln
z213
z212
ln
z223
z212
]}
[Tr{T aUˆYz1Uˆ †Yz3 T aUˆYz3Uˆ †Yz2 } −NcTr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 }]
− α
2
s
4π4
∫
d2z3d
2z4
z434
z212z
2
34
z213z
2
24
[
1 +
z212z
2
34
z213z
2
24 − z223z214
]
ln
z213z
2
24
z214z
2
23
× Tr{[T a, T b]UˆYz1T a
′
T b
′
Uˆ †Yz2 + T
bT aUˆYz1 [T
b′ , T a
′
]Uˆ †Yz2 }(UˆYz3)aa
′
(UˆYz4 − UˆYz3)bb
′
. (81)
All terms in the r.h.s. of this equation are Mo¨bius invariant except the double-log term proportional to ln
z213
z212
ln
z223
z212
.
As was discussed in the Introduction, the reason for this non-invariance is the cutoff in the longitudinal direction
which violates the formal invariance of the non-cut Wilson lines.
It is worth noting that conformal and non-conformal terms come from graphs with different topology: the conformal
terms come from 1→3 dipoles diagrams (see Fig. 6 in Ref. [19]) which describe the dipole creation while the non-
conformal double-log term comes from the 1→2 dipole transitions (Fig.9 in Ref. [19])) which can be regarded as a
combination of dipole creation and dipole recombination.
Our aim is to rewrite the evolution equation in terms of composite conformal dipoles (69). In the next-to-leading
order the conformal dipole has the form
[
Tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}
]conf
a
= Tr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 } (82)
+
αs
2π2
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
[
1− αsNc
4π
π2
3
][
Tr{T aUˆYz1Uˆ †Yz3 T aUˆYz3Uˆ †Yz2 } −NcTr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 }
]
ln
4az212
σ2sz213z
2
23
− α
2
s
8π4
∫
d2z3d
2z4
z212
z213z
2
24z
2
34
{
2 ln
z212z
2
34
z214z
2
23
+
[
1 +
z212z
2
34
z213z
2
24 − z214z223
]
ln
z213z
2
24
z214z
2
23
}
ln
4a
σ2s
f(zi)
× Tr{[T a, T b]UˆYz1T a
′
T b
′
Uˆ †Yz2 + T
bT aUˆYz1 [T
b′ , T a
′
]Uˆ †Yz2 }[(UˆYz3)aa
′
(UˆYz4)
bb′ − (z4 → z3)]
+
αs
32π4
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
∫
d2z4(Uˆ
Y
z3
)aa
′
×
{
Tr{T aT bUˆYz1T a
′
T b
′
Uˆ †Yz2 + T
bT aUˆYz1T
b′T a
′
Uˆ †Yz2 }(2UˆYz4 − UˆYz1 − UˆYz2)bb
′ z212
z214z
2
24
ln2
( az212
σ2sz214z
2
24
)
− Tr{T aT bUˆYz1 [T a
′
, T b
′
]Uˆ †Yz2 + [T
b, T a]UˆYz1T
b′T a
′
Uˆ †Yz2 }(2UˆYz4 − UˆYz1 − UˆYz3)bb
′ z213
z214z
2
34
ln2
( 4az213
σ2sz214z
2
34
)
− Tr{[T a, T b]UˆYz1T a
′
T b
′
Uˆ †Yz2 + T
bT aUˆYz1 [T
b′ , T a
′
]Uˆ †Yz2 }(2UˆYz4 − UˆYz2 − UˆYz3)bb
′ z223
z224z
2
34
ln2
( 4az223
σ2sz224z
2
34
)}
− α
2
sNc
8π4
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
∫
d2z4
z212
z214z
2
24
(Tr{T aUz1U †z4T aUz4U †z2} −NcTr{Uz1U †z2}) ln2
( 4az212
σ2sz214z
2
24
)
where function f is undetermined in the NLO (to fix it one needs the NNLO accuracy). Using the equations
for d
dY
Tr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 } and ddY
[
Tr{T aUˆYz1Uˆ †Yz3 T aUˆz3Uˆ †Yz2 } − NcTr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 }
]
from Ref. [14] one can demonstrate that
d
dY
[
Tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}
]conf
a
= 0.
Differentiating now with respect to a we get
2a
d
da
[
Tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}
]conf
a
=
αs
π2
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
[
1− αsNc
4π
π2
3
][
Tr{T aUˆz1Uˆ †z3T aUˆz3Uˆ †z2} −NcTr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}
]conf
a
− α
2
s
4π4
∫
d2z3d
2z4
z212
z213z
2
24z
2
34
{
2 ln
z212z
2
34
z214z
2
23
+
[
1 +
z212z
2
34
z213z
2
24 − z214z223
]
ln
z213z
2
24
z214z
2
23
}
× Tr{[T a, T b]Uˆz1T a
′
T b
′
Uˆ †z2 + T
bT aUˆz1[T
b′ , T a
′
]Uˆ †z2}[(Uˆz3)aa
′
(Uˆz4)
bb′ − (z4 → z3)] (83)
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where
[Tr{T aUˆz1Uˆ †z3T aUˆz3Uˆ †z2} −NcTr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}]confa = Tr{T aUˆYz1Uˆ †Yz3 T aUˆYz3Uˆ †Yz2 } −NcTr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 }
+
αs
8π2
∫
d2z4(Uˆ
Y
z3
)aa
′
[
Tr{T aT bUˆYz1T a
′
T b
′
Uˆ †Yz2 + T
bT aUˆYz1T
b′T a
′
Uˆ †Yz2 }(2UˆYz4 − UˆYz1 − UˆYz2)bb
′ z212
z214z
2
24
ln
4az212
sσ2z214z
2
24
− Tr{T aT bUˆYz1 [T a
′
, T b
′
]Uˆ †Yz2 + [T
b, T a]UˆYz1T
b′T a
′
Uˆ †Yz2 }(2UˆYz4 − UˆYz1 − UˆYz3)bb
′ z213
z214z
2
34
ln
4az213
sσ2z214z
2
34
− Tr{[T a, T b]UˆYz1T a
′
T b
′
Uˆ †Yz2 + T
bT aUˆYz1 [T
b′ , T a
′
]Uˆ †Yz2 }(2UˆYz4 − UˆYz2 − UˆYz3)bb
′ z223
z224z
2
34
ln
4az223
sσ2z224z
2
34
]
− αsNc
2π2
∫
d2z4
z212
z214z
2
24
(Tr{T aUz1U †z4T aUz4U †z2} −NcTr{Uz1U †z2}) ln
4az212
sσ2z214z
2
24
+ O(α2s) (84)
is a conformal Y -independent operator found in Ref. [14]. One sees now that the evolution equation with respect to
parameter a (83) is obviously Mo¨bius invariant.
E. NLO evolution of the conformal dipole
With out two-gluon accuracy the evolution equation (83) reduces to
2a
d
da
Uˆaconf(z1, z2) =
∫
d2z3d
2z4[KLO(z1, z2; z3, z4) +KNLO(z1, z2; z3, z4)] Uˆaconf(z3, z4) (85)
where the kernel KNLO(z1, z2; z3, z4) in the first two orders has the form [19, 27] (see also Ref. [35])
KNLO(z1, z2; z3, z4) = − αsNc
4π
π2
3
KLO(z1, z2; z3, z4)
+
α2sN
2
c
8π4z434
[
z212z
2
34
z213z
2
24
{(
1 +
z212z
2
34
z213z
2
24 − z214z223
)
ln
z213z
2
24
z214z
2
23
+ 2 ln
z212z
2
34
z214z
2
23
}
+ 12π2ζ(3)z434δ(z13)δ(z24)
]
(86)
Once we know that the kernel KNLO is conformal, its eigenfunctions are fixed by conformal invariance (see Eq. (35))
and calculation of the eigenvalues reproduces the pomeron intercept (27).∫
d2z3d
2z4 K(z1, z2; z3, z4)Eν,n(z30, z40) = ω(n, ν)Eν,n(z10, z20) (87)
For the composite operators with definite conformal spin (76) the evolution equation (85) takes the simple form
2a
d
da
Uˆaconf(ν, z0) = ω(ν)Uˆaconf(ν, z0) (88)
The result of the evolution (88) is
Uˆaconf(ν, z0) = (a/a˜)
1
2ω(ν)Uˆa0conf(ν, z0) (89)
where the endpoint of the evolution a˜ should be taken from the requirement that the amplitude of scattering of
conformal dipoles with “normalization points” a˜ and b should not contain large logarithms of energy so it will serve
as the initial point of the evolution (cf. Eq. (56) for the leading order).
F. NLO scattering of conformal dipoles and the NLO amplitude
The last step of our program is the “matrix element” of the conformal dipole
〈T {Uˆ a˜conf(ν, z0)O(x′)O†(y′)}〉 (90)
As we have done for the leading order, we start with the high-energy OPE for O(x′)O†(y′)
(x′ − y′)4T {Oˆ(x′)Oˆ†(y′)}
= −
∫
dν′
∫
d2z′0
ν′2(1 + 4ν′2)
4π coshπν′
Γ2
(
1
2 − iν′
)
Γ(1 − 2iν′)
( −κ′2
(−2κ′ · ζ′0)2
) 1
2+iν
′[
1 +
αsNc
2π
Φ1(ν
′)
]Vˆb0conf(ν′, z′0). (91)
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where b0 = 1/κ
′2and the conformal operator Vˆbconf(z1, z2) is given by Eq. (53).
Now we multiply Eq. (91) by the NLO amplitude of scattering of two conformal dipoles [36]:
〈Uˆ a˜conf(ν, z0)Vˆbconf(ν′, z′0)〉 = −
α2sN
2
c
N2c − 1
16π2
ν2(1 + 4ν2)2
[
δ(z0 − z′0)δ(ν + ν′) (92)
+
21−4iνδ(ν − ν′)
π|z0 − z′0|2−4iν
Γ
(
1
2 + iν
)
Γ(1− iν)
Γ(iν)Γ
(
1
2 − iν
) ][1 + αsNc
2π
(
χ(ν)
[
ln a˜b− iπ − 4C − 2
ν2 + 14
]− π2
3
)]
.
From this equation we see that we need to stop the evolution (89) at a˜ = 1/b. With this choice of a˜ the correlation
function takes the form:
〈T {Uˆ a˜conf(ν, z0)O(x′)O†(y′)}〉 = −
α2sN
2
c
N2c − 1
(93)
× 8πΓ
2
(
1
2 + iν
)
(1 + 4ν2) coshπνΓ(1 + 2iν)
( −κ′2
(−2κ′ · ζ0)2
) 1
2+iν[
1 +
αsNc
2π
Φ1(ν)
][
1− αsNc
2π
(
χ(ν)
[
iπ + 4C +
2
ν2 + 14
]
+
π2
3
)]
.
Finally, substituting this amplitude in Eq. (75) we obtain Eq. (23) with
F (ν) =
N2c
N2c − 1
4π4α2s
cosh2 πν
[
1 +
αsNc
2π
Φ1(ν)
]2 {
1− αsNc
2π
[
χ(ν)
(
4C +
8
1 + 4ν2
)
+
π2
3
]
+O(α2s)
}
=
N2c
N2c − 1
4π4α2s
cosh2 πν
{
1 +
αsNc
π
[
− 2ψ′(1
2
+ iν
)− 2ψ′(1
2
− iν)+ π2
2
− 8
1 + 4ν2
]
+O(α2s)
}
(94)
which gives the pomeron residue in the next-to-leading order.
It is instructive to represent this result in a way symmetric between projectile and target as a product of spectator
impact factor, target impact factor, and scattering of two (conformal) dipoles as shown in Fig. 8.
>Y>YA YB
xy
y’ x’
spectator 
target
impact factor
dipole−dipole
impact factor
scattering
x’y’
xy
Y YA
Y YB
FIG. 8: High-energy factorization into the product of two impact factors and dipole-dipole scattering
Combining the operator expansions (75) and (91) we get
(x− y)4(x′ − y′)4〈T {Oˆ(x)Oˆ†(y)Oˆ(x′)Oˆ†(y′)}〉 (95)
=
∫
dνdν′
∫
d2z0d
2z′0
ν2(1 + 4ν2)
4π coshπν
Γ2
(
1
2 − iν
)
Γ(1 − 2iν)
( −κ2
(−2κ · ζ0)2
) 1
2+iν[
1 +
αsNc
2π
Φ1(ν)
]
× ν
′2(1 + 4ν′2)
4π coshπν′
Γ2
(
1
2 − iν′
)
Γ(1− 2iν′)
( −κ′2
(−2κ′ · ζ′0)2
) 1
2+iν
′[
1 +
αsNc
2π
Φ1(ν
′)
]〈Uˆa0conf(ν, z0)Vˆb0conf(ν′, z′0)〉
The scattering of two conformal dipoles is obtained from Eq. (92) by evolution (89):
〈Uˆaconf(ν, z0)Vˆbconf(ν′, z′0)〉 (96)
= i
α2sN
2
c
N2c − 1
(a+ iǫ)
ω(ν)
2 (b+ iǫ)
ω(ν)
2 − (−a− iǫ)ω(ν)2 (−b− iǫ)ω(ν)2
sinπω(ν)
[
1− αsNc
2π
(
χ(γ)
[
4C +
8
1 + 4ν2
]
+
π2
3
)]
× 16π
2
ν2(1 + 4ν2)2
[
δ(z0 − z′0)δ(ν + ν′) +
21−4iνδ(ν − ν′)
π|z0 − z′0|2−4iν
Γ
(
1
2 + iν
)
Γ(1 − iν)
Γ(iν)Γ
(
1
2 − iν
) ].
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Substituting this amplitude with a0 = κ
−2+ iǫ and b0 = κ′
−2
+ iǫ in Eq. (95) we reobtain Eq. (23) with the pomeron
residue (94).
V. NEXT-TO-LEADING ORDER IN QCD
In N = 4 SYM we were able to perform all four steps of our program and arrive at explicit result (23) with ω(ν)
and F (ν) given by Eqs. (3) and (94), respectively. In QCD, we do not have conformal invariance so there is no
general formula for the pomeron contribution similar to Eq. (23). Moreover, by the same reason (absence of Mobius
invariance) we cannot solve the equation for evolution of color dipoles analytically. Here I will describe the first two
steps of OPE program - (1) operator expansion in color dipoles and (2) evolution equation for color dipoles.
A. High-energy OPE and photon impact factor
I will consider the process of deep inelastic scattering (DIS) at small Bjorken x. As I discussed in Sect. III, the
virtual photon splits in to qq¯ pair which moves in an “external” field of target’s gluons. To calculate the leading-order
impact factor, we need the quark propagator in the shock-wave background. It has the form [7]
〈ψˆ(x) ˆ¯ψ(y)〉 = θ(x∗y∗) (6x− 6y)
2π2(x− y)4 + iθ(x∗)θ(−y∗)
∫
d4z δ(z∗)
(6x− 6z)
2π2(x− z)4 6p2Uz
(6z− 6y)
2π2(y − z)4
− iθ(−x∗)θ(y∗)
∫
d4z δ(z∗)
(6x− 6z)
2π2(x− z)4 6p2U
†
z
(6z− 6y)
2π2(x− z)4 (97)
where ψ¯ = −iψ†γ0. We use Dirac matrices γµ = −i
(
0 σµ
−σ¯µ 0
)
where σµ are defined in Eq. (18). The LO impact
factor is a product of two propagators (97), see Fig. 4 with solid lines representing quarks
−(x− y)4〈 ˆ¯ψ(x)γµψˆ(x) ˆ¯ψ(y)γν ψˆ(y)〉 x∗>0>y∗=
1
16π8
∫
d4z1d
4z2 δ(z1∗)δ(z2∗)
(x − y)4
X41Y
4
1 X
4
2Y
4
2
trspin{γµ6X16p26Y1γν 6Y2 6p2 6X2} tr{U(z1⊥)U †(z2⊥)}
= − 1
2π6
∫
d2z1⊥d2z2⊥
z412
R2
(κ · ζ1)(κ · ζ2)
∂2
∂xµ∂yν
[− 2(κ · ζ1)(κ · ζ2) + κ2(ζ1 · ζ2)]tr{Uz1⊥U †z2⊥} (98)
Hereafter I use tr{...} to denote the color trace in the fundamental representation (and reserve the notation Tr{...}
for the trace in the adjoint representation). The above equation is explicitly Mo¨bius invariant. In addition, it is easy
to check that ∂
∂xµ
(r.h.s)=0.
Feynman diagrams for the photon impact factor are the same as in Fig. 6 but with the solid lines representing
quarks. The calculation of the NLO impact factor is similar to the scalar case. The master formula is (cf. Eq. (62))∫
d4z
6x− 6z
(x − z)4 γµ
6z− 6y
(z − y)4
zν
z4
− µ↔ ν
=
π2
x2y2(x− y)2
[
−6xγµ 6y
(xν
x2
+
yν
y2
)
− 1
2
(6xγµγν − γµγν 6y)− 2xµyν 6x−6y
(x − y)2
]
− µ↔ ν (99)
which gives the 3-point ψψ¯Fµν Green function in the leading order in g. Using this formula one easily obtains
−〈ψ¯(x)γµψ(x)ψ¯(y)γνψ(y)〉 x∗>0>y∗= s
64π8x2∗y2∗
αs
∫
d2z1
d2z2d
2z3
z213z
2
23
[tr{Uz1U †z3}tr{Uz3U †z2} −Nctr{Uz1U †z2}]
×
∫
dz1•dz2•dz3•dz′3•θ(z3 − z′3)•
[ x∗
(x− z1)2
(6x−6z3)
(x − z3)4 γi 6z13 − 2
(6x−6z1)x∗
(x− z1)4(x− z3)2 z
13
i
]
6p2 6z1−6y
(z1 − y)4
× γν
[ y∗
(y − z2)2
(6y−6z3)
(y − z′3)4
γi 6z23 − 2 (6y−6z2)y∗
(y − z2)4(y − z′3)2
zi23
]
6p2 6z2−6x
(z2 − x)4 γµ (100)
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Performing integrals over z•’s and taking traces one gets after some algebra the NLO contribution in the form (recall
that z2ij = −2(ζi · ζj) and Zi = − 4√s (κ · ζi))
− ˆ¯ψ(x)γµψˆ(x) ˆ¯ψ(y)γν ψˆ(y)
x∗>0>y∗
= − 1
π6
∫
d2z1d
2z2
z412
R2
(κ · ζ1)(κ · ζ2)
[
[tr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 }]
∂2
∂xµ∂yν
[− (κ · ζ1)(κ · ζ2) + 1
2
κ2(ζ1 · ζ2)
]
+
αs
16π2
∫
d2z3[tr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz3 }tr{UˆYz3Uˆ †Yz2 } −Nctr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 }]
×
{ (ζ1 · ζ2)
(ζ1 · ζ3)(ζ1 · ζ3)
[
lnσ2s(κ · ζ3)2 − iπ + 2C
] ∂2
∂xµ∂yν
[− 2(κ · ζ1)(κ · ζ2) + κ2(ζ1 · ζ2)]
+
(κ · ζ2)
(κ · ζ3)
∂2
∂xµ∂yν
[
− (κ · ζ1)
2
(ζ1 · ζ3) +
(κ · ζ1)(κ · ζ3)(ζ1 · ζ2)
(ζ1 · ζ3)(ζ2 · ζ3) +
(κ · ζ1)(κ · ζ2)
(ζ2 · ζ3) −
κ2(ζ1 · ζ2)
(ζ2 · ζ3)
]
+
(κ · ζ1)
(κ · ζ3)
∂2
∂xµ∂yν
[
− (κ · ζ2)
2
(ζ2 · ζ3) +
(κ · ζ2)(κ · ζ3)(ζ1 · ζ2)
(ζ1 · ζ3)(ζ2 · ζ3) +
(κ · ζ1)(κ · ζ2)
(ζ1 · ζ3) −
κ2(ζ1 · ζ2)
(ζ1 · ζ3)
]
+
(κ · ζ1)2
(κ · ζ3)2
∂2
∂xµ∂yν
[ (κ · ζ2)(κ · ζ3)
(ζ1 · ζ3) −
κ2(ζ2 · ζ3)
2(ζ1 · ζ3)
]
+
(κ · ζ2)2
(κ · ζ3)2
∂2
∂xµ∂yν
[ (κ · ζ1)(κ · ζ3)
(ζ2 · ζ3) −
κ2(ζ1 · ζ3)
2(ζ2 · ζ3)
]}]
(101)
where we have promoted the equation to the operator form. It can be demonstrated that ∂
∂xµ
[r.h.s. of Eq. (101)] =
0 which reflects the electromagnetic gauge invariance.
As for the N=4 case, it is convenient to re-expand T {jµ(x)jν (y)} in composite operators obtained by replacement
T a → ta = λa2 (and Tr → tr) in Eq. (82)
[
tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}
]
a
= tr{Uˆσz1Uˆ †σz2 }+
αs
4π2
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
[tr{Uˆσz1Uˆ †σz3 }tr{Uˆσz3Uˆ †σz2 }−Nctr{Uˆσz1Uˆ †σz2 }] ln
4az212
sσ2z213z
2
23
+ ... (102)
where dots stand for α2s terms not displayed here for brevity. In QCD, this composite operator is no longer conformal
but still more convenient than the original dipole since the evolution equation for this operator splits into the sum of
the conformal part and the running-coupling part proportional to b = 113 Nc − 23nf (see the next Section). The final
expansion of T {jµ(x)jν (y)} in composite dipoles (102) has the form (cf. Eq. (71))
− ˆ¯ψ(x)γµψˆ(x) ˆ¯ψ(y)γν ψˆ(y)
x∗>0>y∗
= − 1
π6
∫
d2z1d
2z2
z412
R2
(κ · ζ1)(κ · ζ2)
[
[tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}]a0
∂2
∂xµ∂yν
[− (κ · ζ1)(κ · ζ2) + 1
2
κ2(ζ1 · ζ2)
]
+
αs
16π2
∫
d2z3[tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z3}tr{Uˆz3Uˆ †z2} −Nctr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}]a0
×
{ (ζ1 · ζ2)
(ζ1 · ζ3)(ζ1 · ζ3)
[
ln
−x∗y∗z212Z23
(x− y)2z213z223
+ 2C
] ∂2
∂xµ∂yν
[− 2(κ · ζ1)(κ · ζ2) + κ2(ζ1 · ζ2)]
+
(κ · ζ2)
(κ · ζ3)
∂2
∂xµ∂yν
[
− (κ · ζ1)
2
(ζ1 · ζ3) +
(κ · ζ1)(κ · ζ3)(ζ1 · ζ2)
(ζ1 · ζ3)(ζ2 · ζ3) +
(κ · ζ1)(κ · ζ2)
(ζ2 · ζ3) −
κ2(ζ1 · ζ2)
(ζ2 · ζ3)
]
+
(κ · ζ1)
(κ · ζ3)
∂2
∂xµ∂yν
[
− (κ · ζ2)
2
(ζ2 · ζ3) +
(κ · ζ2)(κ · ζ3)(ζ1 · ζ2)
(ζ1 · ζ3)(ζ2 · ζ3) +
(κ · ζ1)(κ · ζ2)
(ζ1 · ζ3) −
κ2(ζ1 · ζ2)
(ζ1 · ζ3)
]
+
(κ · ζ1)2
(κ · ζ3)2
∂2
∂xµ∂yν
[ (κ · ζ2)(κ · ζ3)
(ζ1 · ζ3) −
κ2(ζ2 · ζ3)
2(ζ1 · ζ3)
]
+
(κ · ζ2)2
(κ · ζ3)2
∂2
∂xµ∂yν
[ (κ · ζ1)(κ · ζ3)
(ζ2 · ζ3) −
κ2(ζ1 · ζ3)
2(ζ2 · ζ3)
]}]
(103)
where we set a0 = κ
−2 + iǫ = 4x∗y∗
s(x−y)2 + iǫ same as for the N = 4 case. The explicit expression for four-Wilson-line
composite operator [tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z3}tr{Uˆz3Uˆ †z2}]a can be obtained from Eq. (84) by usual substitution T a → ta and Tr →
tr. (It is worth noting that at large Nc [tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z3}tr{Uˆz3Uˆ †z2}]a = [tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z3}]a[tr{Uˆz3Uˆ †z2}]a. ) It is easy to see now
that the NLO impact factor (103) is Mo¨bius invariant.
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B. Evolution of color dipoles in QCD
Second step is the evolution equation for composite operator (102). The types of Feynman diagrams (in the shock-
wave background) in QCD are the same as in N = 4 SYM (see Fig. 7) but now the solid lines in Figs. 7 VII and
VIII denote quarks rather than scalar or gluinos. The result of the evolution of the color dipole with rapidity cutoff
(30) is [19]:
d
dY
tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2} (104)
=
αs
2π2
∫
d2z
z212
z213z
2
23
{
1 +
αs
4π
[
b ln z212µ
2 − bz
2
13 − z223
z212
ln
z213
z223
+ (
67
9
− π
2
3
)Nc − 10
9
nf
− 2Nc ln z
2
13
z212
ln
z223
z212
]}
[tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z3}tr{Uˆz3Uˆ †z2} −Nctr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}]
+
α2s
16π4
∫
d2z3d
2z4
[(
− 4
z434
+
{
2
z213z
2
24 + z
2
14z
2
23 − 4z212z234
z434[z
2
13z
2
24 − z214z223]
+
z412
z213z
2
24 − z214z223
[ 1
z213z
2
24
+
1
z223z
2
14
]
+
z212
z234
[ 1
z213z
2
24
− 1
z214z
2
23
]}
ln
z213z
2
24
z214z
2
23
)
[tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z3}tr{Uˆz3Uˆ †z4}tr{Uˆz4Uˆ †z2} − tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z3Uˆz4U †z2Uˆz3Uˆ †z4} − (z4 → z3)]
+
{z212
z234
[ 1
z213z
2
24
+
1
z223z
2
14
]
− z
4
12
z213z
2
24z
2
14z
2
23
}
ln
z213z
2
24
z214z
2
23
tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z3}tr{Uˆz3Uˆ †z4}tr{Uˆz4Uˆ †z2}
+ 4nf
{ 4
z434
− 2z
2
14z
2
23 + z
2
24z
2
13 − z212z234
z434(z
2
13z
2
24 − z214z223)
ln
z213z
2
24
z214z
2
23
}
tr{taUˆz1tbUˆ †z2}[tr{taUˆz3tbUˆ †z4} − (z4 → z3)]
]
where we use the MS scheme. The NLO kernel is a sum of the running-coupling part (proportional to b), the non-
conformal double-log term ∼ ln z212
z213
ln
z212
z213
(same as in N = 4 case) and the three conformal terms which depend on
the two four-point conformal ratios
z213z
2
24
z214z
2
23
and
z212z
2
34
z213z
2
24
.
A natural guess for QCD result as opposed to N = 4 answer would be some sort of tree-level conformal structure
which “get dressed” by the running coupling constant. At the NLO level, this would correspond to the sum of the
conformal part and the running-coupling part proportional to b. As we see, the Eq. (104) does not quite look like
such sum due to the presence of the double-log term. It turns out, however, that if one rewrites the evolution equation
(104) in terms of composite operators (102), the NLO kernel separates into the sum of conformal and running-coupling
parts [14]:
2a
d
da
[
tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}
]
a
=
αs
2π2
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
[
tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z3}tr{Uˆz3Uˆ †z2} −Nctr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}
]
a
×
{
1 +
αs
4π
[
b(ln
z212µ
2
4
+ 2C)− bz
2
13 − z223
z212
ln
z213
z223
+
(67
9
− π
2
3
)
Nc − 10
9
nf
]}
+
α2s
16π4
∫
d2z3d
2z4
z434
[{(
− 2 + 2z
2
12z
2
34
z213z
2
24
ln
z212z
2
34
z214z
2
23
+
[z212z234
z213z
2
24
(
1 +
z212z
2
34
z213z
2
24 − z214z223
)
+
2z213z
2
24 − 4z212z234
z213z
2
24 − z214z223
]
ln
z213z
2
24
z214z
2
23
)
+
(
z3 ↔ z4
)} [(
tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z3}tr{Uˆz3Uˆ †z4}tr{Uˆz4Uˆ †z2} − tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z3Uˆz4Uˆ †z2Uˆz3Uˆ †z4}
)− (z4 → z3)]a
+
z212z
2
34
z213z
2
24
{
2 ln
z212z
2
34
z214z
2
23
+
[
1 +
z212z
2
34
z213z
2
24 − z214z223
]
ln
z213z
2
24
z214z
2
23
}[
tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z3}tr{Uˆz3Uˆ †z4}tr{Uˆz4Uˆ †z2} − z3 ↔ z4
]
a
]
+
α2snf
2π4
∫
d2z3d
2z4
z434
{
2− z
2
13z
2
24 + z
2
23z
2
14 − z212z234
z213z
2
24 − z214z223
ln
z213z
2
24
z214z
2
23
}
[tr{taUˆz1tbUˆ †z2}tr{taUˆz3tb(Uˆ †z4 − Uˆz3)}]a.
(105)
Following the analysis of Ref. [19] I will outline how the above kernel reproduces the NLO BFKL eigenvalues [3] (for
details see the Appendix).
In the two-gluon approximation we get
tr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz3 }tr{UˆYz3Uˆ †Yz2 } −Nctr{UˆYz1Uˆ †Yz2 } = −Nc
[UˆY (z1, z3) + UˆY (z2, z3)− UˆY (z1, z2)] (106)
24
where
UˆY (x⊥, y⊥) = 1− 1
Nc
tr{UˆY (x⊥)Uˆ †Y (y⊥)} (107)
is the color dipole in the fundamental representation. In this approximation the composite dipole (102) reduces to
(cf. Eq. (69))
Uˆa(z1, z2) = UY (z1, z2) + αsNc
4π2
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
[UˆY (z1, z3) + UˆY (z2, z3)− UˆY (z1, z2)] ln
( 4az212
σ2sz213z
2
23
)
+
α2sN
2
c
16π4
×
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
[ b
Nc
(
ln z212µ
2 − z
2
13 − z223
z212
ln
z213
z223
)
+
67
9
− π
2
3
− 10nf
9Nc
]
[UˆY (z1, z3) + UˆY (z2, z3)− UˆY (z1, z2)] ln 4a
σ2s
+
α2sN
2
c
16π4
∫
d2z3d
2z4
z434
{
− 2 + z
2
13z
2
24 + z
2
14z
2
23 − 4z212z234
z213z
2
24 − z214z223
ln
z213z
2
24
z214z
2
23
− nf
N3c
[
2− z
2
14z
2
23 + z
2
24z
2
13 − z212z234
z214z
2
23 − z224z213
ln
z214z
2
23
z224z
2
13
]
+
z212z
2
34
z213z
2
24
[
2 ln
z212z
2
34
z214z
2
23
+
(
1 +
z212z
2
34
z213z
2
24 − z214z223
)
ln
z213z
2
24
z214z
2
23
]}
UˆY (z3, z4) ln 4a
σ2s
+
α2sN
2
c
4π2
ζ(3) UˆY (z1, z2) ln 4a
σ2s
+
α2sN
2
c
32π4
∫
d2z3d
2z4
z212
z213z
2
23
{ z213
z214z
2
34
[UˆY (z1, z4) + UˆY (z3, z4)− UˆY (z1, z3)] ln2
( 4az213
σ2sz214z
2
34
)
+
z223
z234z
2
24
[UˆY (z3, z4)
+ UˆY (z2, z4)− UˆY (z2, z3)] ln2
( 4az223
σ2sz224z
2
34
)− z212
z214z
2
24
[UˆY (z1, z4) + UˆY (z2, z4)− UˆY (z1, z2)] ln2
( 4az212
σ2sz214z
2
24
)}
(108)
It is easy to see that d
dY
(≡ σ d
dσ
) of the r.h.s. vanishes.
The evolution equation (105) turns into
2a
d
da
Uˆa(z1, z2) = αsNc
2π2
∫
d2z3
z212
z213z
2
23
[
1
+
αs
4π
[
b
( ln z212µ2
4
+ 2C
)− bz213 − z223
z212
ln
z213
z223
+
(67
9
− π
2
3
)
Nc − 10
9
nf
][Uˆa(z1, z3) + Uˆa(z2, z3)− Uˆa(z1, z2)]
+
α2sN
2
c
8π4
∫
d2z3d
2z4
z234
{
2
z212z
2
34
z213z
2
24
ln
z212z
2
34
z214z
2
23
+
z212z
2
34
z213z
2
24
(
1 +
z212z
2
34
z213z
2
24 − z214z223
)
ln
z213z
2
24
z214z
2
23
− 3z
2
12z
2
34
z213z
2
24 − z214z223
ln
z213z
2
24
z214z
2
23
+
(
1 +
nf
N3c
)(z213z224 + z214z223 − z212z234
z213z
2
24 − z214z223
ln
z213z
2
24
z214z
2
23
− 2
)}
Uˆa(z3, z4) + 3α
2
sN
2
c
2π2
ζ(3)Uˆa(z1, z2) (109)
where we used formula [14]∫
d2z4
{ z212
z213z
2
24z
2
34
(
2 ln
z212z
2
34
z214z
2
23
+
[
1 +
z212z
2
34
z213z
2
24 − z214z223
]
ln
z213z
2
24
z214z
2
23
)
− z3 ↔ z4
}
= 12πζ(3)[δ(z23)− δ(z13)] (110)
For the case of forward scattering 〈Uˆ(x, y)〉 = U(x − y) and the linearized equation (109) can be reduced to an
integral equation with respect to one variable z ≡ z12. Using integrals (104)-(106) from Ref. [19] and the integral∫
dz˜
1
z˜2(z − z′ − z˜)2 ln
z2z′2
(z − z˜2)(z′ − z˜2) = −
π
(z − z′)2 ln
2 z
2
z′2
we obtain
2a
d
da
Ua(z) = αsNc
2π2
∫
d2z
z2
(z − z′)2z′2
{
1
+
αs
4π
[
b
(
ln
z2µ2
4
+ 2C
)− b (z − z′)2 − z′2
z2
ln
(z − z′)2
z′2
+ (
67
9
− π
2
3
)Nc − 10
9
nf
]
[Ua(z − z′) + Ua(z′)− Ua(z)]
+
α2sN
2
c
4π3
∫
d2z′
z2
z′2
[
− 1
(z − z′)2 ln
2 z
2
z′2
+ F (z, z′) + Φ(z, z′)
]
Ua(z′) + 3α
2
sN
2
c
2π2
ζ(3)Ua(z) (111)
where
F (z, z′) =
(
1 +
nf
N3c
)3(z, z′)2 − 2z2z′2
16z2z′2
( 2
z2
+
2
z′2
+
z2 − z′2
z2z′2
ln
z2
z′2
)
−
[
3 +
(
1 +
nf
N3c
)(
1− (z
2 + z′2)2
8z2z′2
+
3z4 + 3z′4 − 2z2z′2
16z4z′4
(z, z′)2
)]∫ ∞
0
dt
1
z2 + t2z′2
ln
1 + t
|1− t| (112)
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FIG. 9: Renormalon bubble chain of quark loops.
and
Φ(z, z′) =
(z2 − z′2)
(z − z′)2(z + z′)2
[
ln
z2
z′2
ln
z2z′2(z − z′)4
(z2 + z′2)4
+ 2Li2
(
− z
′2
z2
)
− 2Li2
(
− z
2
z′2
)]
−
(
1− (z
2 − z′2)2
(z − z′)2(z + z′)2
)[∫ 1
0
−
∫ ∞
1
] du
(z − z′u)2 ln
u2z′2
z2
(113)
The function − 1(q−q′)2 ln2 q
2
q′2
+ F (q, q′) + Φ(q, q′) enters the NLO BFKL equation in the momentum space [3] and
since the eigenfunctions of the forward BFKL equation are powers both in the coordinate and momentum space, it is
clear that the corresponding eigenvalues coincide. Moreover, it can be demonstrated explicitly that
1
4π2
∫
d2qd2q′ ei(q,z)−i(q
′,z′)
[
− 1
(q − q′)2 ln
2 q
2
q′2
+F (q, q′)+Φ(q, q′)
]
= − 1
(z − z′)2 ln
2 z
2
z′2
+F (z, z′)+Φ(z, z′) (114)
so the conformal (N = 4) part of the forward kernel looks the same in the coordinate and in the momentum
representation. As to the running-coupling part (the first term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (120)), in the Appendix we
demonstrate that it also agrees with the eigenvalues (3).
C. Argument of the coupling constant in the BK equation
I will not discuss here the steps 3 and 4 of our OPE program. The reason is that in DIS from nucleon or nucleus
the evolution of color dipoles is non-linear and the analytic solution is not known at the present time. Even in the
simpler case of forward γ∗γ∗ or onium-onium scattering where the dipole evolution is described by linear NLO BFKL
equation, it is impossible to solve this equation since we do not know the argument of the coupling constant. Moreover,
it is not known how to solve analytically this equation even if we take some simple model for the argument of coupling
constant like the size of the parent dipole.
Still, the first step towards the solution would be to figure out the argument of coupling constant in the NLO
BFKL equation. To get an argument of coupling constant we can use the renormalon-based approach (for a review,
see Ref. [37]) and trace the quark part of the β-function proportional to nf . In the leading log approximation
αs ln
p2
µ2
∼ 1, αs ≪ 1 the quark part of the β-function comes from the bubble chain of quark loops in the shock-wave
background. We can either have no intersection of quark loop with the shock wave (see Fig. 9a) or we may have one
of the loops in the shock-wave background (see Fig. 9b).
The sum of these diagrams yields
d
dY
〈Tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}〉 = − 2αsTr{taUz1tbU †z2}
∫
d−2pd−2l [ei(p,z1)⊥ − ei(p,z2)⊥ ][e−i(p−l,z1)⊥ − e−i(p−l,z2)⊥ ]
× 1
p2(1 + αs6π ln
µ2
p2
)
(
1− αsnf
6π
ln
l2
µ2
)
∂2⊥U
ab(l)
1
(p− l)2(1 + αs6π ln µ
2
(p−l)2 )
(115)
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where we have left only the β-function part of the quark loop. Replacing the quark part of the β-function −αs6πnf ln p
2
µ2
by the total contribution αs4π b ln
p2
µ2
we get
d
dY
〈Tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}〉 = − 2Tr{taUz1tbU †z2}
×
∫
d−2pd−2q [ei(p,z1)⊥ − ei(p,z2)⊥ ][e−i(p−l,z1)⊥ − e−i(p−l,z2)⊥ ]αs(p
2)
p2
α−1s (l
2)∂2⊥U
ab(q)
αs((p− l)2)
(p− l)2 (116)
In principle, one should also include the “renormalon dressing” of α2s in Eq. (105). We think, however, that they
form a separate contribution which has nothing to do with the argument of the BK equation.
To go to the coordinate space, we expand the coupling constants in Eq. (116) in powers of αs = αs(µ
2), i.e. return
back to Eq. (115) with αs6πnf → −bαs4π . Unfortunately, the Fourier transformation to the coordinate space can be
performed explicitly only for a couple of first terms of the expansion αs(p
2) ≃ αs − bαs4π ln p2/µ2 + ( bαs4π ln p2/µ2)2.
With this accuracy [18, 38]
d
dY
Tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2} =
αs(z
2
12)
2π2
∫
d2z [Tr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z3}Tr{Uˆz3Uˆ †z2} −NcTr{Uˆz1Uˆ †z2}] (117)
×
[ z212
z213z
2
23
+
1
z213
(αs(z213)
αs(z223)
− 1
)
+
1
z223
(αs(z223)
αs(z213)
− 1
)]
+ ... (118)
where dots stand for the remaining α2s terms. (Here we promoted Wilson lines in the r.h.s. to operators).
When the sizes of the dipoles are very different the kernel of the above equation reduces to
αs(z
2
12)
2π2
z212
z213z
2
23
|z12| ≪ |z13|, |z23|
αs(z13)
2)
2π2z213
|z13 ≪ |z12|, |z23|
αs(z23)
2)
2π2z223
|z23| ≪ |z12|, |z13| (119)
so the argument of the coupling constant is the size of smallest dipole. The numerical approach to solution of the the
NLO BK equation with this running coupling constant is presented in Ref. [39].
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusion is that the rapidity factorization and high-energy operator expansion in color dipoles works at
the NLO level. There are many examples of the factorization which are fine at the leading order but fail at the NLO
level. I believe that the high-energy OPE has the same status as usual light-cone expansion in light-ray operators so
one can calculate the high-energy amplitudes level by level in perturbation theory. As an outlook my collaborator G.
Chirilli and I intend to apply the NLO high-energy operator expansion for the description of QCD amplitudes. (The
intermediate result for the impact factor (103) is the first step of that program). There are many papers devoted
to analysis of the high-energy amplitudes in QCD at the NLO level (see e.g. Refs. [6, 40, 41]) but all of them
use traditional calculation of Feynman diagrams in momentum space. In our opinion, the high-energy OPE in color
dipoles is technically more simple and gives us an opportunity to use an approximate tree-level conformal invariance in
QCD. Moreover, the exact prescription for separating the coefficient functions (impact factors) and matrix elements is
somewhat tricky in the traditional approach while it comes naturally in the framework of OPE logic. When finished,
the calculation of the photon impact factor for the structure function F2(x) of deep inelastic scattering will compete
the analysis of the small-x behavior of DIS structure functions at the NLO level. The study is in progress.
The author is grateful to L.N. Lipatov for more than thirty years of valuable discussions and guidance. This work
was supported by contract DE-AC05-06OR23177 under which the Jefferson Science Associates, LLC operate the
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility.
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VII. APPENDIX: COMPARISON TO NLO BFKL IN QCD
We will compare our evolution equation for UY to similar equation obtained from the NLO BFKL momentum-space
analysis [3, 4]. The linearized version of the Eq. (104) has the form (cf Eq. (111):
d
dY
UY (z) = αsNc
2π2
∫
d2z
z2
(z − z′)2z′2
{
1 +
αs
4π
[
b
(
ln
z2µ2
4
+ 2C
)
− b (z − z
′)2 − z′2
z2
ln
(z − z′)2
z′2
+ (
67
9
− π
2
3
)Nc − 10
9
nf − 2Nc ln z
2
z′2
ln
z2
(z − z′)2
]
[UY (z − z′) + UY (z′)− UY (z)]
+
α2sN
2
c
4π3
∫
d2z′
z2
z′2
[F (z, z′) + Φ(z, z′)] UY (z′) + α
2
sN
2
c
2π2
ζ(3)UY (z) (120)
where F (z, z′) and Φ(z, z′) are given by Eqs. (112) and (113), respectively.
To compare the eigenvalues of the Eq. (120) with NLO BFKL we expand UY (x, 0) in eigenfunctions (35)
〈UˆY (x⊥, 0)〉 =
∞∑
n=−∞
∫ − 12+i∞
− 12−i∞
dγ
2πi
einφ(x2⊥µ
2)γ 〈UˆY (n, γ)〉 , (121)
compute the evolution of 〈Uˆ(n, γ)〉 from Eq. (120) and compare it to the calculation based on the NLO BFKL results
from [3, 28]. (Here we will not consider the quark part of the NLO BK kernel - the agreement of that part with the
nf term in the NLO BFKL kernel was proved in Ref. [42]).
The relevant integrals have the form
1
2π
∫
d2z [2(z2/x2)γeinφ − 1] x
2
(x− z)2z2 = χ(n, γ)
1
π
∫
d2z [2(z2/x2)γeinφ − 1]
( 1
(x− z)2 −
1
z2
)
ln
(x− z)2
z2
= χ2(n, γ)− χ′(n, γ)− 4γχ(γ)
γ2 − n24
1
π
∫
d2z (z2/x2)γ
x2
(x− z)2z2 e
inφ ln
(x− z)2
x2
ln
z2
x2
=
1
2
χ′′(n, γ) + χ′(n, γ)χ(n, γ) (122)
where χ(n, γ) = −2C − ψ(γ + n2 )− ψ(1− γ + n2 ), and
1
π
∫
d2z′ (z′2/z2)γ−1einφ
′
F (z, z′)
=
{
−
[
3 +
(
1 +
nf
N3c
) 2 + 3γγ¯
(3 − 2γ)(1 + 2γ)
]
δ0n +
(
1 +
nf
N3c
) γγ¯
2(3− 2γ)(1 + 2γ)δ2n
} π2 cosπγ
(1− 2γ) sin2 πγ ≡ F (n, γ)
1
2π
∫
d2z (z′2/z2)γ−1einφ
′
Φ(z, z′) = − Φ(n, γ)− Φ(n, 1− γ) (123)
where [28]
Φ(n, γ) =
∫ 1
0
dt
1 + t
tγ−1+
n
2
{π2
12
− 1
2
ψ′
(n+ 1
2
)
− Li2(t)− Li2(−t)
−
(
ψ(n+ 1)− ψ(1) + ln(1 + t) +
∞∑
k=1
(−t)k
k + n
)
ln t−
∞∑
k=1
tk
(k + n)2
[1− (−1)k]
}
(124)
(note that χ(0, 12 + iν) ≡ χ(ν) and Φ(0, 12 + iν) ≡ Φ(ν), see Eq. (4)). The convenient way to calculate the integrals
over angle φ is to represent cosnφ as Tn(cosφ) and use formulas for the integration of Chebyshev polynomials from
Ref. [28].
Using integrals (122) - (123) one easily obtains the evolution equation for U(n, γ) in the form
d
dY
〈UˆY (n, γ)〉
=
αsNc
π
{[
1− bαs
4π
( d
dγ
+ ln 4− 2C)+ αsNc
4π
(67
9
− π
2
3
− 10
9
nf
N3c
)]
χ(n, γ) +
αsb
4π
[1
2
χ2(n, γ)− 1
2
χ′(n, γ)− 2γχ(n, γ)
γ2 − n24
]
+
αsNc
4π
[
− χ”(n, γ)− 2χ(n, γ)χ′(n, γ) + 6ζ(3) + F (n, γ)− 2Φ(n, γ)− 2Φ(n, 1− γ)
]}
〈UˆY (n, γ)〉 (125)
28
where χ′(n, γ) ≡ d
dγ
χ(n, γ) etc.
Next we calculate the same thing using NLO BFKL results [3, 28]. The impact factor ΦA(q) for the color dipole
U(x, y) is proportional to αs(q)(eiqx − eiqy)(e−iqx − e−iqy) so one obtains the cross section of the scattering of color
dipole in the form
〈Uˆ(x, 0)〉 = 1
4π2
∫
d2q
q2
d2q′
q′2
αs(q)(e
iqx − 1)(e−iqx − 1)ΦB(q′)
∫ a+i∞
a−i∞
dω
2πi
( s
qq′
)ω
Gω(q, q
′) (126)
where Gω(q, q
′) is the partial wave of the forward reggeized gluon scattering amplitude satisfying the equation
ωGω(q, q
′) = δ(2)(q − q′) +
∫
d2pK(q, p)Gω(p, q
′) (127)
and ΦB(q
′) is the target impact factor. The kernel K(q, p) is symmetric with respect to q ↔ p and the eigenvalues
are ∫
d2p
(p2
q2
)γ−1
einφK(q, p) =
αs(q)
π
Nc
[
χ(n, γ) +
αsNc
4π
δ(n, γ)
]
, (128)
δ(n, γ) = − b
2Nc
[χ′(n, γ) + χ2(n, γ)] +
(67
9
− π
2
3
− 10
9
nf
N3c
)
χ(n, γ) + 6ζ(3)
−χ′′(n, γ) + F (n, γ)− 2Φ(n, γ)− 2Φ(n, 1− γ)
}
The corresponding expression for 〈Uˆ(n, γ)〉 takes the form
〈Uˆ(n, γ)〉 = − 1
2π2
cos
πn
2
Γ(−γ + n2 )
Γ(1 + γ + n2 )
∫
d2q
q2
d2q′
q′2
e−inθαs(q)
( q2
4µ2
)γ
ΦB(q
′)
∫ a+i∞
a−i∞
dω
2πi
( s
qq′
)ω
Gω(q, q
′) (129)
where θ is the angle between ~q and x axis. Using Eq. (127) we obtain
s
d
ds
〈Uˆ(n, γ)〉 (130)
= − 1
2π2
cos
πn
2
Γ(−γ + n2 )
Γ(1 + γ + n2 )
∫
d2q
q2
d2q′
q′2
e−inθαs(q)
( q2
4µ2
)γ
ΦB(q
′)
∫ a+i∞
a−i∞
dω
2πi
( s
qq′
)ω ∫
d2pK(q, p)Gω(p, q
′)
The integration over q can be performed using∫
d2q αs(q)
( q2
p2
)γ−1
einφK(q, p) =
α2s(p)
π
Nc
[
χ(n, γ)− bαs
4π
χ′(n, γ) +
αsNc
4π
δ(n, γ)
]
(131)
(recall that K(q, p) = K(p, q) and αs(p) = αs − bα
2
s
4π ln
p2
µ2
with our accuracy). The result is
s
d
ds
〈Uˆ(n, γ)〉 = − αs
2π2
cos
πn
2
Γ(−γ + n2 )
Γ(1 + γ + n2 )
∫
d2p
p2
d2q′
q′2
e−inϕ
( p2
4µ2
)γ
ΦB(q
′) (132)
×
∫ a+i∞
a−i∞
dω
2πi
( s
pq′
)ω
Gω(p, q
′)
αs(p)
π
Nc
[
χ(n, γ − ω
2
)− bαs
4π
χ′(n, γ − ω
2
) +
αsNc
4π
δ(n, γ − ω
2
))
]
where the angle ϕ corresponds to ~p. Since ω ∼ αs we can neglect terms ∼ ω in the argument of δ and expand
χ(n, γ − ω2 ) ≃ χ(n, γ)− ω2 χ′(n, γ). Using again Eq. (127) in the leading order we can replace extra ω by αsπ Ncχ(n, γ)
and obtain
s
d
ds
〈Uˆ(n, γ)〉 = − αs
2π2
cos
πn
2
Γ(−γ + n2 )
Γ(1 + γ + n2 )
∫
d2p
p2
d2q′
q′2
e−inϕ
( p2
4µ2
)γ
× ΦB(q′)
∫ a+i∞
a−i∞
dω
2πi
( s
pq′
)ω
Gω(p, q
′)
α2s(p)
π
Nc
[
χ(n, γ)− bαs
4π
χ′(n, γ) +
αsNc
4π
[δ(n, γ)− 2χ(n, γ)χ′(n, γ)]
]
(133)
Finally, expanding α2s(p) ≃ αs(p)(αs − bα
2
s
4π ln
p2
µ2
)αs(µ) we obtain
29
s
d
ds
〈Uˆ(n, γ)〉 = − αsNc
2π3
cos
πn
2
Γ(−γ + n2 )
Γ(1 + γ + n2 )
{
χ(n, γ)
(
1− bαs
4π
d
dγ
− ln 4 + 2C
)
− bαs
4π
χ′(n, γ)
+
αsNc
4π
[δ(n, γ)− 2χ(n, γ)χ′(n, γ)]
}∫ d2p
p2
d2q′
q′2
e−inϕαs(p)
( p2
4µ2
)γ
ΦB(q
′)
∫ a+i∞
a−i∞
dω
2πi
( s
pq′
)ω
Gω(p, q
′) (134)
which can be rewritten as an evolution equation
s
d
ds
〈Uˆ(n, γ)〉
=
αsNc
π
{(
1 +
bαs
4π
[
χ(n, γ)− 2γ
γ2 − n24
+ 2C − ln 4− d
dγ
])
χ(n, γ) +
αsNc
4π
[δ(n, γ)− 2χ(n, γ)χ′(n, γ)]
}
〈U(n, γ)〉
=
αsNc
π
{[
1 +
bαs
4π
(
2C − ln 4− d
dγ
)
+
αsNc
4π
(67
9
− π
2
3
− 10
9
nf
N3c
)]
χ(n, γ) +
αsb
8π
[
χ2(n, γ)− χ′(n, γ)− 4γχ(γ)
γ2 − n24
]
+
αsNc
4π
[
− χ′′(n, γ)− 2χ(n, γ)χ′(n, γ) + 6ζ(3) + F (n, γ)− 2Φ(n, γ)− 2Φ(n, 1− γ)
]}
〈Uˆ(n, γ)〉 (135)
We see that this eigenvalue coincides with Eq. (125).
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